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This study was designed to clarify the interpretation
of infant behavior in linear tracking tasks where object
novelty and learning effects were previously confounded
with assessment of expectations about existence constancy
of moving objects.
Three kinds of events were presented to 18 males and
18 females of 20 to 24 weeks of age. In all events the
object moved from infant's left to right across a 1-meter
viewing area at 7cm/sec and was out of sight for 4 seconds
as it passed behind a centrally placed screen. In one event,
a familiar object was visible on both sides of the screen.
In a second event, a novel object was visible on both sides
of the screen, and in the third event, a novel object appeared
to change to a familiar one behind the screen.
Infants were assigned, 6 males and 6 females to each of
three conditions which involved different event sequences.
vi
In each condition, half the males and half the females
were assigned to each of two possible familiar objects to
be tracked on both sides of the screen three times before
the experiment began. in the Control Condition, the
familiar object continued to appear on both sides of the
screen for 10 trials. In each of the other two conditions
every third trial presented either a novel object on both
sides of the screen or a novel object which appeared to
change to a
.
amiliar one behind the screen. Visual fixation
and cardiac activity were recorded during the session.
Different patterns of looking behavior and cardiac de-
celeration were predicted for each of the three events
(hence each condition) by four different hypotheses rep-
resenting object concepts for infants.
In order to demonstrate behavior consistent with
existence constancy, infants had to master four skills in
this task which seem to form a logical hierarchy, and may
form a developmental hierarchy. Each skill also implies a
hypothesis about the primary determinant of infant attention
in the task, for example, their use of:
1. trajectory information to track moving objects
2. object discrimination to recognize familiar and
novel objects
3. event discrimination to differentiate familiar
and novel events
4. generalized event prediction to predict specific
reappearances after occlusions for both familiar
and novel objects
Mastery of the fourth skill is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the assumption of object constancy
in this task. The first hypothesis predicted that infants
only use trajectory information and would show no dif-
ferential behavior to the three events. Each of the other
hypotheses predicted different patterns of attention before
and after object occlusion during different events.
Analysis of visual fixation and cardiac data showed
no differences in infant behavior by conditions on the trial
where all infants were exposed to familiar objects before
the experiment proper began. Analysis of visual fixation
data indicated no evidence of differential attention to the
three different events and the most consistent finding was
a decrease in attention over trials in all conditions. The
fixation data were most consistent with the trajectory
information hypothesis. In the cardiac data, there was
little evidence of decelerative responses to post-occlusion
stimuli. On all analyses infants in the two experimental
conditions showed more deceleration than Controls during
pre-occlusion. Furthermore, separate analysis of pre-
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occlusion cardiac data for each condition showed that in the
experimental conditions the largest decelerations occurred
on trials where the novel object appeared. The cardiac
data were most consistent with the object discrimination
hypothesis
.
The discussion of these results focussed upon the
relationship between cardiac and fixation measures of
attention and the comparison of present findings with
previous studies. The absence of evidence of existence
constancy in the age range where it has been previously
reported, was explained by the possibility that the previous
reports of existence constancy confounded stimulus novelty
effects with those of cbject constancy. Methodological
and theoretical implications for further research are dis-
cussed.
ix
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CHAPTER I
1
PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to assess the status
of the object concept in 5-month-old infants as manifested
in visual attention and cardiac change when viewinq events
which either support or contradict the assumption of object
permanence. Generally, in the work of Piaget (1954) and
those who have verified and elaborated his description of
the development of object permanence ( e.g. Bell, 1970;
Decarie, 1965; Corman & Escalona, 1969; Uzgiris & Hunt,
1966) «. the concept of object permanence is attributed to
infants only when they are capable of manually retrieving
hidden objects. This first occurs in Stage IV of Piaget'
s
six-stage sequence. in the two previous stages, though
infants gain the ability to follow moving objects and then
to anticipate trajectories, Piaget (1954) maintains that
objects exist only as undifferentiated elements of perceptual
configurations which are dominated by the infant's action.
Thus, Piaget argues that the infant tracking a moving object
is "limited to pursuing the trajectory delineated by the
immediately preceding perception" (Piaget, 1954, p. 18),
and is not tracking an object per se.
2Some support for a relationship between early tracking
behavior and Stage IV object permanence is found in a study
by Bower and Paterson (1972) who reported that infants
exposed to extensive tracking experience in the laboratory
were accelerated in achievment of Stage IV-VI object per-
manence. A recent series of studies by Bower and associates
(summarized in Table 1 and discussed in detail in the next
section) provide evidence for a qualitative change in track-
ing behavior around 4-5 months of age implying that infants
at this age acquire some understanding of the relationship
between attributes such as form and color and object identity.
Whereas younger infants seem to be relatively insensitive to
apparent transformations in a moving object that appear to
occur behind a screen, infants from 4-5 months of age on-
wards react with behaviors described as surprise and search
for the first object (Bower, Broughton & Moore, 1971; Gardner,
1971)
.
This change in sensitivity to object attributes was
interpreted as as indication that infants have acquired the
expectation that an object moving behind a screen continues
to exist as a stable object with specific attributes and will
reappear with identical attributes. If an infant has this
specific expectation, the reappearance of the first object
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4confirms it while appearance of a different object contradicts
or violates it and infants should behave differently in these
two situations. However, the primary data published (Bower
at al, 1971) have been frequency counts of anticipatory
looking when the object failed to appear after moving behind
the screen. These data indicate that previous viewing
experience affects anticipatory looking. infants who had
seen events in which the objects were changed behind the
screen were less likely to anticipate the object's reappear-
ance than were those who viewed events in which the same
object was seen on both sides of the screen. This finding
does not allow conclusions about the specific expectations
of infants in the task. Anticipatory looking suggests that
the infant expects something to appear but does not necessarily
imply that they expect an object with specific characteristics.
A further limitation of the studies just described is
that the data presented are summary data for a sequence of
40 trials using the same object or same pair of objects.
The expectation for an object to emerge from behind the
screen may be specific to the objects seen in the experimental
sequence or it may have generality. Infant behavior may be
5determined by expectations acquired previously or by those
learned during the experiment. Nelson (1971, 1974) has
shown that anticipatory looking in 5-8-month-olds can be
rapidly learned and generalised and has suggested that
Bower's findings might be more parsimoniously explained as
a rapid learning effect. Thus, the frequency of anticipatory
looking reported by Bower et al (1971) is open to several
interpretations. Infant behavior may be specific to a set
of objects, specific to a learned event sequence or may
reflect a generalized expectation consistent with the assump-
tion of object permanence.
The purpose of the present study was to differentiate
among these alternative explanations of 5-month-olds 1 responses
to occlusions of moving objects. Three kinds of events
were presented: those in which a familiar object passed
behind the screen and emerged on the appropriate trajectory,
those in which an unfamiliar object passed behind the screen
and emerged on the appropriate trajectory, and those in which
an unfamiliar object appeared to change to a familiar one as
it passed behind the screen. In the first two kinds of
events, the stimulus information is consistent with the
continuous movement of a stable object behind the screen.
6sions
in the third event it is not. Infant's responses to these
three kinds of events were compared before and after occlu
to determine which aspects of the events elicited infants'
attention.
There are three ways in which this study elaborated on
the previous work in this area. First, the primary data
were responses during the critical events rather than behavior
during interruptions. Second, the familiarity of the objects
used on the critical trials was controlled so as to differen-
tiate responses to familiarity of the objects from responses
to the familiarity and probability of the events. Finally,
only a short sequence of 10-12 trials was presented during
which infants are not likely to learn a generalized expec-
tation consistent with object permanence. Therefore, any
evidence for the presence of such an expectation will be taken
to indicate acquisition previous to the experiment.
7CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Adult Perception of Kinetic Occlusions
Michotte and his associates (Michotte, Thines & Crabbe,
1964) have studied adult perception of temporary occlusions
of moving objects as special cases of "amodal perception",
that is, perception of a complete figure where some portion
of it lacks visible attributes, (e.g. the perception of a
continuous surface beneath an object which rests on it)
.
The essential feature of the disappearance of an object
behind a screen is that from the moment that the object makes
contact with the screen, the retinal image of the object
becomes progressively narrower without perception of that
change. Adult subjects report an unchanging figure slipping
behind a screen when this cue is presented in a two dimensional
display (object and screen on the same plane)
. The emergence
of an object from behind a screen is perceived when the above
sequence is reversed: the image of the object widens behind
a moving contour until object and screen separate.
In the "tunnel effect" the stimulus for occlusion is
displayed on one side of a screen and the stimulus for
8emergence is displayed on the other. Adults report perceiv-
ing an object moving in the "tunnel". Michotte emphasizes
that this is not an inference; it is a direct perception of
continuity of movement and phenomenal identity of a stable
object. Gibson (1950, 1966) has argued that the direct
perception of the object without appropriate sense data does
not present a paradox. The object is seen in the visual
world though not in the visual field
, since stimulus information
exists for perceiving the object in the tunnel. Specifically,
the optical transformation described above, the progressive
narrowing of an image following contact between two contours
specifies occlusion of a permanent object rather than an end
to its existence. Bower (1967) has shown that infants as
young as 2-4 months differentiate this kind of disappearance
from fading out or sudden disappearance.
For adults, continuity of perceived motion and object
identity are affected by factors such as the length of the
tunnel, the occlusion time, and the characteristics of visible
motion as well as whether the objects entering and leaving
the tunnel appear to be the same. Among adults, the pre-
disposition to perceive continuity is strong. When the
trajectory is discontinuous, adults describe it in terms of
9continuous movement, and when the visible object appears to
change in the tunnel, 75% of adults report transformation of
a single object rather than two distinct objects (Michotte
et _a_l, 1964)
.
Conditions where occlusion time is too short
relative to the length of the tunnel and the object which
enters is different from the one which leaves are most likely
to yield reports of two distinct objects. However, the event
in which different objects enter and leave the tunnel, whether
perceived as two objects or a single object transformed, is
never perceived as a stable object for adults. For adults,
therefore, visible movement along a continuous trajectory,
an occlusion time appropriate for the length of the tunnel,
and the appearance of the same object on both sides provide
information consistent with continuous movement of a stable
object behind a screen. The appearance of different objects
on the two sides of the screen does not.
Infant Responses to Occluded Objects
In several studies (Bower, Broughton & Moore, 1971;
Bower & Paterson, 1973) infants tracked an object which
moved on a linear or circular trajectory. The object stopped
in view or stopped behind a screen. Until the age of 20
weeks, infants continued to follow the trajectory of the
10
object whether it stopped in sight or stopped behind the
screen. Although infants momentarily fixated on the stopped
object when it was in view, they then continued to track
past it along the trajectory. They concluded that before
the age of 20 weeks, because anticipatory looking occurred
even when the moving object stopped in full view, infants
did not have a coherent object concept. m another experi-
ment (Bower & Paterson, 1973) the infant saw a train move at
8cm/sec between two locations A and B, pausing at each locus
for 5 seconds. After four movement cycles, the train, after
stopping at A moved, not toward B, but toward c, in the
opposite direction, or remained stationary. Again, infants
younger than 20 weeks, although they saw the train move
toward C or remain stationary, nevertheless looked for it at
B at the appropriate time, in this case, they appeared to be
tracking from place to place rather than along a trajectory.
The above experiments suggested to Bower and associates that
infants younger than 20 weeks identify stationary objects by
their place and moving objects by their trajectories (Bower
e_t a_l, 1971; Bower & Paterson, 1973; Moore, 1973). The
concept that a stationary object can be the terminus of a
trajectory or that a stationary object can be moved to another
11
place seems inconsistent with the behavior of these young
infants. Infants developed coordination of place to place
and trajectory tracking around 20 weeks of age (Bower &
Paterson, 1973).
Infants up to about 20 weeks of age also appear to be
more sensitive to changes in the trajectory of a moving
object than to changes in attributes such as form or color
when these changes appear to take place behind a screen
(Bower etal, 1971; Gardner, 1971). That change in trajectory
(which interrupts the tracking action) is more salient than
object attributes for young infants, is consistent with
Piaget's arguments about the importance of action for the
infant's understanding of the physical world. A similar
experiment in which stationary objects were used indicated
that infants as young as 2 months seemed surprised if an
object occluded by a screen failed to appear when the screen
was removed after 1.5 seconds. With longer intervals of
occlusion, younger infants showed no surprise if the object
failed to reappear, but after 4 months, infants gave evidence
of surprise after delays of up to 15 seconds (Bower, 1967).
Infants under 4 months of age noticed changes in attributes
of stationary objects only if both form and color were changed.
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After 4 months of age, infants reacted with surprise when
only one attribute was changed (Bower, 1966).
Thus, by 20 weeks of age, infants have coordinated
place to place and trajectory tracking and can use attributes
such as form and color to ascertain object identity. it
is only at this point that infants' behavior is consistent
with a generalized expectation for the continued existence
of stable objects when they are temporarily out of sight,
or what Bower calls "existence constancy".
An Analysis of Existence Constancy
If infants do acquire something like existence constancy
at 4-5 months of age, what are the specific expectations it
entails? in this section we will briefly consider the logical
prerequisites for existence constancy of moving objects
temporarily out of sight and the infant behaviors associated
with them.
1. Trajectory Tracking
The infant is able to follow the trajectory of a
moving object. When a moving object is presented in the
visual field, the infant exhibits sustained smooth pursuit.
2. Object Discrimination
The infant is .able tO distinguish, the. salient features
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of a moving object during the time it is visible. More
specifically the infant must be able to recognize that
specific object on successive appearances and distinguish
it from a different object after a temporal gap of several
seconds. An infant need not make any assumptions about
what happens behind the screen and may, in fact, assume
that appearances on either side of the screen are independent.
The infant must, however, differentiate a previously exposed
object from a new one. in a series of repeated events in-
volving moving objects the infant shows differential atten-
tion to familiar and unfamiliar objects.
3. Limited Event Prediction
The infant's behavior indicates that what is seen on
one side of the screen is related to reappearance on the
other. This behavior is specific to familiar objects in a
familiar event. The infant does not appear to make any
predictions when an unfamiliar object appears before occlusion
Any event in which a familiar object appears at the start
leads to a specific expectation that the same object will
be visible after occlusion. Any event in which an unfamiliar
object appears at the start does not allow the infant to
make predictions. The infant shows differential attention to
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events involving familiar objects as opposed to events
involving unfamiliar objects. Change of objects behind the
screen violates expectations only when the initial object
is familiar. infants show differential attention to events
that begin with unfamiliar as opposed to familiar objects.
4. Generalized Event Prediction
The connection between events on one side of the
screen and those on the other is generalized to apply to any
object moving along a trajectory toward the screen, whether
familiar or unfamiliar. The infant expects that any object
seen on one side of the screen, will appear on the other
side, and any change of object behind the screen violates
this expectation regardless of previous exposure to the
objects involved. Infants show differential attention to
events in which the object is changed, behind the screen in
comparison to those in which the same object is visible on
both sides.
As these four logical prerequisites are outlined above
and summarized in Table 2 they represent (moving from 1-4)
progressively complex expectations which appear to form a
logical hierarchy such that each successive skill requires
mastery of the previous ones. Thus, the last three skills
infant Expectations and Associated Behaviors Under Four
Hypotheses
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(object discrimination, event discrimination, and generalized
prediction) require ability to follow trajectories. In order
to recognize a familiar object in a tracking task, the infant
must track along its trajectory. Similarly, an infant can-
not discriminate events without first being able to discriminate
the objects involved. Finally generalized event prediction
requires that the infants recognize a class of events for
which specific predictions are possible.
Thus far, nothing has been said about the evidence for
any assumptions infants may make about what occurs behind the
screen. According to Gibson (1969) the fact that an object
in motion, or an object temporarily out of sight and then
revealed, are perceived as the same object, implies perception
of a unified event. Object permanence and event perception
are reciprocal phenomena in that one implies the other (p. 381)
.
If the revealed object is perceived as a new object then we
would also perceive a different, or new event. As far as
infants are concerned, however, we can only draw inferences
from behavior in response to different object appearances
and disappearances about what an infant might have expected
to see. If an infant indicates that there was the expectation
for a specific object to reappear after temporary occlusions
17
(by acting differently when the same object appears than
when a different one appears), it is highly probable that
this expectation includes the assumption of a stable object
behind the screen. An infant whose behavior is inconsistent
with this generalized prediction cannot possibly have the
notion of existence constancy. Hence, this generalized
expectation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
existence constancy.
Visual Abilities of Infants
In this section infants' visual abilities in the 4th-
5th postnatal month will be related to development of
existence constancy. After describing the processes involved
in visual tracking and discrimination of objects, infant
responses to motion, discrimination of objects, visual memory,
event perception and learning will be reviewed.
Visual Tracking
In order to place the infant's visual abilities in
context, the complexity of the human visual system and the
activities involved in observation and discrimination of
moving targets must be considered. Humans are visually
oriented organisms, and a large proportion of our activities
involve complex manipulation of objects under visual guidance.
Our visual system is adapted for visual direction of such
18
.on
activities. indeed, the evolution of manipulatory behavio:
in higher primates appears to be associated with the evoluti,
of the visual system (Trevarthen, 1968a). Primates are the
only animals that habitually explore a wide portion of the
visual field with the head in fixed position. They are
capable of eye movements of unique freedom and complexity
and they are equipped with a highly developed fovea. All of
these are prerequisites for detailed examination of a specific
part of the environment (e.g. objects) which in turn is
necessary for visually guided manipulation of objects.
The fovea is the area of the retina with the greatest
density of photoreceptors. To see an object with maximum
acuity, its image must fall on the fovea; images falling in
the periphery of the retina result in poorer acuity. Trevarthen
(1968a) has argued that in primates there are two distinct
visual systems: one related to the perception of space and
body orientation and the other related to detailed examination
of objects. Images falling on the periphery of the retina
are related to spatial orientation while foveation is necessary
for examination of objects. The spatial system, in addition
to initiating motor orientations, may register variation in
some object attributes such as size and brightness, but form
and pattern detail are registered only through focal vision.
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Motor orientation as initiated by peripheral vision involves
collicular pathways, while object discrimination requires
cortical involvement. Cortical and collicular maps are
strongly interconnected and are probably coupled functionally
(Mcllwain, 1972), but it is not clear to what extent this
coupling, (which represents the coordination of Trevarthen's
two visual systems) is completed postna tally. There is much
evidence that the foveal system completes its differentiation
postnatally. Therefore, early infant vision may function
largely through the spatial system (Bronson, 1974).
The eye movement system functions to acquire visual
targets and to maintain target images on the fovea. Four
oculomotor systems are involved in this process • the saccadic
system, which moves both eyes rapidly from one fixation point
to another orients the eye to movement in the periphery and
samples stationary stimuli; the smooth pursuit system, which
matches eye movements to the speed of a moving target; the
vestibular system
,
which initiates corrective eye movements
to compensate for head movements; and the vergence system,
which initiates adjustments to changes in depth of focus
(Robinson, 1968)
.
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At the initial fixation on a stationary target, the
vestibular and vergence systems are brought into action.
Thereafter, the major eye movements are saccades. steady
fixations alternate with saccades during which vision is
impaired, as the stimulus is sampled. The smooth pursuit
system responds to movement in the visual field. if the
entire field is moving (as in looking out the window of a
moving car) involuntary pursuit movements occur in which the
eyes follow the movement as far as possible then saccade
back to pick up a new target. The resulting pattern of eye
movements is known as optokinetic nystagmus and can be observed
in very young infants. More often, smooth pursuit occurs
with a single target moving against a stationary background
(as in the tracking experiments). The saccadic system
continues to operate here, but in the intersaccadic intervals,
the eye velocity matches the velocity of the target. The
purpose of this system is to maintain the image of the target
on the fovea so that form and pattern may be more readily
perceived.
Perception of a stationary target involves building
up an image over a series of saccades and fixations, while
perception of a moving target requires in addition the
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matching of eye velocity to target velocity in a way that
keeps the target foveated between saccades.
The process of foveating a moving target is more complex
than stationary foveation. The elaboration of focal vision
is a phylogenetically more recent specialization dependent
upon cortical mechanisms. Discrimination of moving objects
may, therefore, develop later than the ability to detect and
follow movement and to discriminate stationary objects. it
is possible that the changes in tracking behavior which occur
at 4-5 months of age are dependent upon improvement in visual
acuity toward moving objects which occur as the differentiation
of the fovea is completed during this period (Mann, 1964)
.
Indeed, Bronson (1974) suggests that the development of
smooth pursuit of objects is dependent upon development of
focal vision. In addition to pursuit itself, recentering
saccades are necessary for pattern perception of a moving
object, and Bronson suggests that this ability develops
subsequent to achievement of smooth pursuit.
Infant Responses to Movement
When awake, most newborns are capable of brief visual
tracking when moving objects are in the visual field (Brazel-
ton, Scholl, & Robey, 1966; Wolff & White, 1965). The presence
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of optokinetic nystagmus in newborns and young infants is
further evidence for visual tracking in this age group
(Dayton, Jones, Aiu, Rawson, Steel & Rose, 1964; Doris &
Cooper, 1966; Fantz, Ordy & udelf, 1962; Gorman, Cogan &
Gellis, 1957; McGinnes, 1930; Tauber & Koffler, 1966).
Although there is some question as to frequency of con-
vergence (Wicklegren, 1967; Hershenson, 1964), there is a
high degree of conjugate movement in the appropriate direction
for moving stimuli (Dayton, Jones, Steel & Rose, 1964; Ling,
1942; Wickelgren, 19691. Eye movements in the newborn consist
of a series of jerky fixations and refixations of 8 to 20
degrees amplitude (Dayton et al, 1964), and according to
Bronson (1974) may represent tracking under control of
peripheral retinal areas. The control of eye movements
and coordination with head movements improves in the first
few months (Dayton et al, 1964; Ling, 1942; McGinnes, 1930),
and by 3 months the amplitude of refixations is only 4 to 8
degrees. Sustained and relatively smooth tracking, however,
has been recorded as early as 6 weeks of age (Ling, 1942;
McGinnes, 1930; Trevarthen, 1968b; Gardner, 1971).
Place to place tracking of blinking lights is one type
of movement which has been presented to infants. In a track-
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ing experiment with a repeated 5-light sequence (Nelson,
1968) 1^-4^-month-olds tracked light which appeared to move
from left to right. After the infants were judged to be
tracking, the sequence was interrupted so that two adjacent
lights failed to come on. Eye movements were videotaped.
In the interrupted sequences, if the infant had been "on
course" before interruption, eye movements to the appropriate
place for the last light were observed.
Haith (1966) used suppression of sucking in newborns
as a measure of attention to a light which blinked on and
off in one position and then appeared to move around the
periphery of a rectangle. Suppression of sucking was re-
liably greater to the moving light than the stationary one.
Furthermore, there was no decrement in suppression of sucking
over 24 trials, indicating that the moving light continued to
attract sustained attention over an extended time period.
Cohen (1969) also found that older infants ( 6-month-olds)
preferred lights blinking in 4 or 16 different positions to
a stationary light.
Preference for movement has been demonstrated in infants
between 7 and 24 weeks of age who viewed moving and stationary
checkerboards in a paired comparison display (Ames & Silfen,
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1965). There were four rates of movement (.4, 1.1, 1.9 and
2.5 in/sec), and with the exception of the youngest infants
in the
.4 in/sec condition, the majority of infants in each
age group and each movement condition looked longer at the
moving stimulus than thd- stationary one. Fantz and Nevis
(1967) tested 20 infants weekly in the first 6 months of
life with a rotating red spot and yellow disc and a complex
stationary object. From 2-6 weeks the moving object was
fixated longer, and thereafter there was an increase in
attention to the stationary object. Although this finding
appears to conflict with that of Ames and Silfen's (1965)
report of a stronger preference for movement with increasing
age, the use of different stimuli in the stationary and moving
conditions obscures the interpretation of this finding.
When presented with the same stimuli moving and station-
ary, infants 8-20 weeks of age looked longer at the moving
stimulus (Shultz & Zigler, 1970; Wilcox & Clayton, 1968).
These two studies also suggest that moving objects may be
more difficult to discriminate than stationary ones. By and
large, most of the studies which presented moving objects to
infants were concerned with responses to movement rather than
ability to discriminate.
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By the age of 2 months, infants can anticipate trajec-
tories and track across a gap in the trajectory of a moving
object (Bower et al, 1971; Gardner, 1971). Gardner presented
infants of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 weeks with a display in
which a moving object passed behind a screen which occluded
5, 15, 30 or 45 degrees of visual arc. The corresponding
time delays behind the screen were 1/3, lf 2 , and 3 seconds.
Eye and head movements were filmed. Tracking was always
smoother when smaller screens were used, but even 3-week-
olds were able to track across the 5 degree (1/3 second)
gap. At 6 weeks, infants were successful with a 15 degree
gap, at 15 weeks with a 30 degree gap but only 18-week-olds
could track across all gaps including the 45 degree one.
Ball (1973) has recently provided evidence which suggests
that infants do perceive continuity of motion behind a
screen. His infants ranged in age from 9-122 weeks and the
youngest group averaged 17 weeks of age so it is not clear
at what age the perception of continuity might first appear
(A more detailed description of this study appears in a
later section)
.
At rapid rates of movement (e.g. 15 in/sec), with an
extended portion of the trajectory occluded, Nelson (1971)
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found that both 5-and 8-month-olds must learn to anticipate
reappearances of moving objects, a toy train moved along a
track at 15 in/sec and passed through a 27 inch tunnel.
Anticipation of reappearance at the opposite end of the
tunnel was gradually learned by both groups but when the
direction of movement was reversed, infants had to relearn
anticipatory looking. However, in a subsequent study with
linear trajectories, Nelson (1974) showed that 5-7-month-
olds who had learned to anticipate reappearance of one
object (a truck or a person) at one rate of movement, could
generalize this anticipatory looking to movement of another
object and to movement at a different rate of speed.
Thus, infants are clearly capable of smooth tracking by
5 months of age, can interpolate small gaps in trajectories,
and rapidly learn to anticipate reappearance with larger
gaps. Is it possible that an infant who must learn anticipa-
tory looking may still have the notion of existence constancy?
This is indeed, possible. Michotte (Michotte et al, 1964)
finds that for adults perception of time in the tunnel effect
(see p. 6) is not always veridical and may be distorted under
some conditions without the adult losing perception of con-
tinuous movement and a stable object. Similarly, the infant
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may anticipate reappearance with some error in time perception
without losing existence constancy. m the pilot work for
this study, few infants showed anticipatory looking on the
first trial. Usually, it appeared on the second or third
trial and a few infants required more trials before antici-
pations occurred. Often, however, after several anticipations,
infants began to look away when the object was no longer
visible and would return to the display as the object re-
appeared. Tt was as if infants learned that nothing interest-
ing happened when the object was out of sight but learned
when and where to look without necessarily anticipating each
appearance
.
Discrimination of Objects
Most of the work on visual discrimination in infants
has been concerned with isolating stimulus properties that
infants could discriminate rather than perception of complex
objects. One exception to this is the extensive work on
infant's perception of faces. Even here, the stimuli
presented have often been 2-dimensional rather than 3-dimen-
sional and black and white rather than appropriately colored.
Newborns are limited in visual acuity (Fantz, Ordy &
Udelf, 1962; Dayton, Jones, Aiu, Rawson, Steele, & Rose, 1963;
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Gorman, Cogen & Gellis, 1957), in their ability to focus
readily at different depths (Haynes, White & Held, 1965)
and possibly in ability to converge both eyes on a stationary
stimulus. Hershenson (1964) reported frequent convergence
while Wickelgren (1967, 1969) found infrequent convergence.
Saccades in the newborn are often limited to only a small
portion of the stimulus (Salapatek & Kessen, 1966). Yet
newborns are reported to discriminate checkerboards with
different sized checks (Hershenson, 1964), abstract figures
differing in amount of contour or number of angles (Hershenson,
Munsinger & Kessen, 1965), and faces from facelike stimuli
(Carpenter, Tecce, Stechler & Friedman, 1970).
During the first 3-4 months the visual system matures
rapidly. The ability to focus at varying distances approaches
adult performance by 3-4 months of age (Haynes et aj_, 1965) .
Although differentiation of the fovea is completed at the
beginning of the 5th postnatal month, acuity continues to
improve (Mann, 1964) and even at 6 months of age has not
reached adult acuity (Fantz e_t al, 1962). Although there is
no conclusive evidence to show that infant perception is
qualitatively similar to that of adults, several reviewers
arrive at this conclusion on the grounds that there is no
evidence to the contrary (Bond, 1972; Hershenson, 1967).
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Recently, however, Bronson (1974) has proposed that infant
perceptual development does in fact involve emergence of new
skills rather than improvements in efficiency of systems
functioning at birth. This view is consistent with the
notion introduced earlier (p. 15) concerning the development
of the two visual systems.
The evidence for visual discrimination in infants has
generally been based upon spontaneous differential behavior
to different stimuli. Usually the behavior used to measure
discrimination of visual stimuli has been visual fixation,
but sucking, smiling, body movement, and physiological
changes have also been used. The stimuli to be discriminated
may be presented simultaneously (e.g. Fantz et al, 1962;
Fershenson, 1964) or successively (e.g. Fantz, 1966; Kagan &
Lewis, 1965). The success of these measures depends upon
the infant demonstrating a preference for one stimulus over
another. Of course, the infant may discriminate without
showing any preference. Familiarization techniques attempt
to circumvent this limitation by creating a preference. The
infant is presented with the same stimulus (Si) over one long
trial or several shorter trials. Ordinarily, with more exposure
to a particular stimulus, the infant's initial response to it
declines or habituates, as the stimulus becomes familiar. Then
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a second stimulus (S 2 ) is presented or S ± and S 2 are paired.
An increase in response to S 2 or differential response in a
paired presentation indicates that Sl and S 2 have been dis-
criminated. Saayman, Ames and. Moffet (1964) studied visual
preferences of 3-month-olds after a 4^-minute familiarization
period. When the stimuli differed only in form or color,
familiarization did not affect preference for unfamiliar
stimuli. When both form and color differed, the unfamiliar
stimulus was preferred on the post test. Similarly Bower
(1966) exposed 2^-4-month-old infants to the following
experimental situations: 1) an object which was covered by
a screen and was not present at all when the screen was
removed; 2) occlusion was followed by an object differing
only in color; 3) occlusion was followed by an object differ-
ing only in form; and 4) occlusion was followed by an object
differing in both form and color. The youngest group of
babies did not show surprise (as measured by heart rate
change) by any change of object, but only by failure to
reappear. The next age group responded only to changes in
both color and form while the oldest group responded to
changes in a single attribute. These two studies suggest
that change in two attributes is discriminated more easily
than change in one attribute. Gibson (1969) interprets these
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results as showing that a "big change in component structure
is noted early, a slight change is not" (p. 386). a more
recent study by Cohen, Gelber and Lazar (1971) presents
evidence that by 4 months of age infants attend to and
remember both color and form of stationary stimuli.
Two previously discussed studies which required dis-
crimination of moving objects (Bower etal, 1971; Gardner,
1971) used complex objects which differed in many dimensions.
Up to 20 weeks of age, infants showed no consistent reaction
to apparent change during occlusions but older infants reacted
to the change. shultz and zigler (1970) showed 8-18 week
olds a stuffed toy clown either stationary or swinging.
Infants looked longer at the moving clown befcie they smiled
and vocalized to it, which were the authors' measures of
visual mastery. They concluded that the moving stimulus was
more difficult to master. In a study by Wilcox and Clayton
(1968), 5-month-olds were shown movies which included 28-
second presentations of a female face smiling, frowning or
neutral and either moving (nodding) or stationary. Infants
looked longer at the moving faces, but discrimination of
facial expression was found only for stationary faces. in
a followup study with a longer exposure time (60 seconds)
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infants continued to look longer at the moving faces but
did not seem to differentiate facial expression in either
condition. Gibson's (1969) summary of the literature on
response to faces suggests that facial expression is just
beginning to be differentiated at 5 months of age. This is
consistent with the idea that discrimination of subtle
detail improves after differentiation of the fovea is
completed. The difficulty 5-month-olds have in discriminating
facial expression under any condition may account for the
failure of Wilcox and Clayton to replicate the first
experiment.
There is some confirmation in these studies that dis-
crimination of moving objects may be more difficult than
discrimination of stationary objects. Certainly discrimina-
tion of moving objects cannot be ascertained from the many
studies using stationary stimuli. The lack of information
concerning infant's perception of moving stimuli is notable.
Most of the studies using moving stimuli have been concerned
preferences for moving versus stationary stimuli. Few
comparisons have been made where both stimuli are moving.
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Visual Memory
If the infant is to recognize a previously seen object
after some temporal gap. that gap must not exceed the limits
of the infant's memory. How long can a 5-month-old remember
a perceptual configuration? The study of infant memory has
been very limited.
Watson (1967). presented 9-, 10-, and 14-week-olds with
a 2-minute learning situation. Each time the infant fixated
one of two visual stimuli, a tone or a change in the visual
display or both occurred. He argued that infants are contin-
gency seekers and analyse events for contingencies which they
seek to reproduce, when an infant looks away from the display,
there should be an optimal period within which the contingencies
are remembered and the probability of returning to the display
is high. Beyond the infant's memory span, returns to the dis-
play should occur less frequently. This reasoning was supported
by his data, v/hich showed a peak period for returns between 3
and 5 seconds. Watson estimated the memory span of 2-to-3~
month-olds at 3-5 seconds and certainly no longer than 9
seconds
.
In an experiment designed to test visual memory Fagan
(1970) reported that 3-to-6 month-olds could recognize a
stationary stimulus 2 hours after initial exposure. The
display involved paired comparison of 2 slides where the
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initial slides showed the same stimulus (A) in both positions.
Then A was paired with two other stimuli B and C. This
comparison test was presented again 2 hours later. On both
immediate and 2 hour testing, B and C were fixated longer
than A and it was concluded that preference for the novel
stimuli demonstrated recognition of A. m a second ex-
periment Fagan (1971) used a similar procedure to test
immediate and delayed recognition in 5-month-olds
. However,
instead of a single stimulus set, three different sets were
used in each session. After each set, infants were tested
for recognition of the previously exposed stimuli. The
maximum delay was 7 minutes and there was no decline in
preference for the novel stimuli over this per:od indicating
that the familiar stimuli were recognized and that familiariza-
tion and testing with other visual patterns did not interfere
with previous visual memory over the 7 minutes.
Another estimate of the memory span of young infants is
based upon habituation of attention to visual stimuli.
Lewis, Campbell & Goldberg, 1969 argued that in order for
habituation to occur, the infant must retain some memory of
the stimulus in the time between presentations (intertrial
interval or ITI)
.
In a series of experiments with repeated
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30-second presentations, 6-month-olds showed habituati,
with a 30-second ITI but 3-month-olds did not. m a
subsequent experiment, 3-month-olds did not habituate with
a 15-second ITI but ther was some evidence of decline in
attention with a 5-second ITI. Friedman, Nagy and Carpenter
(1971) reported habituation of visual attention in newborns
with a 60-second trial and 5-to-10 second ITI.
in Bower's occlusion study with stationary objects,
20-week-olds appeared to expect an object to reappear after
as long as 15 seconds. m Gardner's study with moving objects
(Gardner, 1971) 18-week-olds were able to track across a 3-
second gap in trajectory and also to recognize changes in
object attributes which implies memory of the original object.
Generally, estimates of infant memory span vary widely. No
clear conclusions can be drawn because stimulus materials
and procedures differ between studies. However, on the basis
of these studies, one could estimate 5-10 seconds as the
lower limit of 5-month-olds memory span, and occlusion times
shorter than that should be well within the capabilities of
this age group.
Event Pe rception and Learning
As is true of infants' object perception, there have. been
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few studies designed to assess their perception of complex
events. The studies of Bower and his associates and those
of Nelson (1971, 1974) are exceptions. A recent study by
Ball (1973) is unique in attempting to determine which of
two alternative events corresponded to infant perception of
an occurrence behind a screen. infants were shown an object
moving toward a screen which partially covered a second
object. After the first object moved behind the screen, the
second one emerged and moved off at a rate appropriate for
a collision to have occurred behind the screen. Ten such
trials were presented. Then the screen was removed and half
the infants saw the same two objects move through an actual
collision while the remainder saw events in which the
previously visible portions were replicated exactly but there
was a spatial and temporal gap between the first object's
stop and the second one's movement. Though these two groups
did not differ in attention time during the screen trials,
the non-collision group spent more time looking at the display
without the screen. Ball concluded that this group perceived
the non-collision as a new event. The collision group
continued to show a decline in attention after the screen
was removed and Ball interpreted this to mean that infants
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found the collision without the screen essentially the
same event as previously viewed with the screen.
Studies of conditioning with young infants demonstrate
that infants can learn event sequences and that such learning
is more rapid as the infant gets older (Papousek, 1967;
Koch, 1965). Papousek (1967) reported that newborns required
an average of 177 trials to establish conditioned head-
turning; 3-month-olds required only 42 trials, while 5-
month-olds needed only 28 trials. Generally, classical
conditioning studies have used auditory, tactile, or temporal
CS to condition somatically mediated responses such as eye-
blinking, sucking, or head-turning. They are, therefore,
of limited value in drawing conclusions about learning of
visual event sequences. m part, the lack of work with
visual stimuli may reflect the view of Soviet researchers
that there is a developmental order in which CS modality
becomes effective such that visual stimuli are the last to
gain effectiveness (Brackbill & Koltsova, 1967). in a
recent, review of conditioning research with infants, Fitz-
gerald and Porges (1971) located only one study which used
a visual CS. Lu (1967) found successful conditioning of
visual fixation, facial movements, and vocalization in
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3-to-9-month-olds when the CS was a red light and UCS was
food.
Several studies with visual stimuli described previously,
although not technically conditioning studies include some
of the elements of conditioning and provide evidence that
young infants can learn to predict the occurrence of one
visual event following another.
Nelson (1968) presented a blinking light sequence to
l*-tO-4%-month-Olds in which a light blinked in 5 successive
positions from left to right. The infants learned to track
this pattern which suggests that a light blinking in one
position may have led them to predict the appearance of the
light in the next position. The most convincing evidence
that infants learned an event sequence rather than a simple
response, is that after light 5 appeared, the infants learned
to shift left rather than right for the start of the next
sequence. Infants, therefore, learned something more that
the general direction of light shift. Apparently, either the
appearance of light 5 or the completion of the sequence enable
infants to predict that the next light would occur on the
left rather than continuing to the right.
Two later studies by Nelson (1971, 1974) showed
development of anticipatory looking in displays with occluded
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moving objects. These studies show that 5-month-olds can
learn within 12 trials that movement on one side of a screen
predicts movement on the other side. As indicated earlier
Bower (Bower et al, 1971; Bower & Paterson, 1973) and Gardner
(1971) found that by 18 months of age infants not only
anticipate movement on the other side of the screen but can
predict the attributes of the object which should reappear.
Although systematic research evidence for learning of
visual event sequences is not extensive, readily observable
behaviors such as anticipatory behavior to the sight of the
bottle by l-to-3-months of age (Cattell, 1940) suggest that
5-month-olds are capable of learning to associate visual
events. it is not clear how many trials might be required.
However, 10-15 trials (used in the present study) is considera
bly less than the number of trials used in most infant con-
ditioning studies and well below Papousek ' s (1967) estimate
of 28 trials for establishing head-turning in 5-month-olds.
Selective Attent ion as an Index of Cognitive Development
Many recent infant studies have been concerned with
selective attention as an indicator of cognitive processes
and capacities. The demonstration that there are systematic
differences in attention as a function of stimulus dimensions
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previous experience, and age of infants is consistent with
the view that attention reflects cognitive processes.
Perhaps the earliest example of attentional control in
infants is the orienting response. The orienting response
was originally described by Pavlov (1927) as a reflex which
"...brings about immediate response in man
and animal to the slightest changes - in the
world about them so that they immediately
orientate their appropriate receptor organs
in accordance with the perceptible quality
in the agent bringing about the change..."
(P. 12)
More recently, the work of Sokolov (1963) has provided a
theoretical basis for linking orienting responses to cogni-
tive processes. According to Sokolov, as the organism
attends to stimulation, an internal or neuronal model of .the
stimulus is built up. With successive exposures, the model
is elaborated and completed and the orienting response
declines. Orienting occurs when the model and the stimulus
do not match (the model is not complete, the stimulus is not
familiar). When stimulus and model match (the model is
complete, the stimulus is familiar) orienting is minimal or
does not occur. In addition to overt behavioral orienting
and cessation of ongoing activity, the orienting response
(OR) is thought to include various physiological responses
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including change in sensitivity of the sense organs, EEC
activity, and autonomic activity including heart rate
changes (Lynn, 1966). Generally, the components of the
orienting response are defined as those behaviors which are
elicited by novel or unfamiliar stimuli and decrease or
habituate with increasing familiarity. Furthermore, orienting
is minimal when events confirm an expectation but OR's occur
to unexpected events.
Visual fixation has often been used as a dependent
measure in infant studies and treated as a component of the
orienting response (e.g. Lewis, Goldberg & Campbell, 1969;
Friedman, Nagy & Carpenter, 1970). More recently, Cohen
(1973) has argued that the model proposed by Sokolov must
be elaborated with respect to visual attention so as to
differentiate attention-getting and attention-holding pro-
cesses. Atention-getting is most appropriately measured by
latency of looking and attention-holding by duration of
looking. A similar elaboration has been proposed by Lewis
and Harwitz (1969). Although they ostensibly reject a two-
stage model of attention, Lewis and Harwitz separate initial
focussing and elaboration from orienting responses as measured
by visual fixations. Both of these approaches concur, however,
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in selecting duration of fixation as the index most closely
related to the process of neuronal model building and
cognitive schemas.
It is assumed that in the normal course of growth and
development infants form neuronal models as a function of
experience which are applicable to a variety of phenomena
and are relatively long lasting. The recognition of a face
is an example of an internal representation which is probably
built up gradually and is persistent and long lasting once
established. Models may also be formed in experimental
situations by repeated presentation of a stimulus in a
short time span. Such models are formed rapidly through
massed specific experiences and are thought to be of short
duration, and narrow applicability (Lewis, 1971) . However,
it is assumed that many characteristics of model construction
are similar in both cases so that phenomena identified in
laboratory studies of attention are related to similar
processes in growth and development.
Thus, attention to specific events is a function of
some relationship between the event and an internal represen-
tation or model of the even where the model may be of long
or short term duration. For the purpose of the present study,
it is important to differentiate two kinds of event-model
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relationships: those related to novelty and familiarity and
those concerned with discrepancy and violation of expectations.
Kagan (1971) uses the term "schema" to refer to fairly
long-term representations of events which preserve essential
elements and spatio-temporal configurations without necessarily
being isomorphic with the original event. A familiar event
is one which corresponds to a schema (or matches a model in
the Sokolovian sense) while a novel event is one for which a
schema has not yet been established. A discrepant event is
one which coincides with some characteristics of an estab-
lished schema but differs in others. Kagan argues that maximal
attention should be elicited by events which are moderately
discrepant from those which generated a schema. For example,
developmental change in infant's attention to face-like
stimuli has been interpreted in this fashion. According to
Kagan, up until 2 to 3 months of age, infants have not
developed a schema for the human face and, therefore, show
no difference in attention to photos or line drawings of
regular versus irregular faces. All are equally novel. At
about 4 months of age, when a schema for face has been
established, infants look at regular faces more than at
scrambled faces (Haaf & Bell, 1967; McCall & Kagan, 1967).
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Photographs and line drawings are slightly discrepant from
the live human face, while scrambled faces are highly dis-
crepant.
One method of manipulating novelty is to expose an
infant to a stimulus daily over a period of weeks and to
present test situations at various intervals. it is reported
that up until about 8 weeks of age infants prefer the stimulus
with which they are familiar and, thereafter prefer a novel
one (Weizman, Cohen & Pratt, 1971; Wetherford & Cohen, 1971;
Uzgiris & Hunt, 1970)
.
An alternative manipulation of novelty
involves the repeated presentation of the same stimulus in a
laboratory. From about 3 months of age on, a decrease in
attention to repeated visual events is consistently reported
(Caron & Caron, 1968, 1969; Fagan, 1970, 1971; Pancratz &
Cohen, 1970; Saayman, Ames & Moffet, 1964) along with in-
creased attention to a new stimulus (Fagan, 1970, 1971;
Saayman, Ames & Moffet, 1964) . The nev; stimulus may be un-
related to the familiarized one (novel) or it may share some
elements and represent a discrepancy. The amount of attention
elicited by the new stimulus is related to age of the infant
(McGurk, 1970) , the familiarity of the surroundings (Weizman,
Cohen & Pratt, 1971) , and the amount of discrepancy from the
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familiar stimulus (Suoer iranar, m«k& p , Kag n, Morrison, Haith & Weiffen-
bach, 1972).
When a stimulus is presented repeatedly in an experi-
mental situation, part of the model the infant builds concerns
the expectation that the same stimulus will reappear at
regular time intervals. Charlesworth (19691 in his discussion
of surprise, differentiates between events which are novel
and those which violate expectancies. A novel event,
according to Charlesworth is one that is unexpected; a sur-
prising one is misexpected. That is, an event is novel if,
prior to its occurrence the individual's state is "essentially
devoid of specific expectancies about the forthcoming event"
although there may be diffuse anticipation. in the case of
surprising events, the individual has precise expectancies
which presuppose some cognitive elaboration or schema. The
event which occurs then fails to confirm this expectancy.
Hence, Charlesworth 1 s "violation of expectancy" is similar
to Kagan 's "discrepancy from schema" in that an expectancy
requires the activation of a cognitive schema. Violation of
expectancies, according to Charlesworth, should produce in-
tense ORs as opposed to the moderate ORs produced by novelty.
Thus, violation of expectancies should elicit looks of longer
duration and greater physiological change than would the
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occurrence of novel events.
The presentation of contrived events which cannot
possibly occur in real life, such as the change in the object
behind the screen {Bower et al, 1971; Gardner, 1971), dis-
appearance of a hidden object (Bower, 1967; Charlesworth,
1966) or scrambled faces (McCall & Kagan, 1970; Lewis, 1969;
Haaf & Bell, 1967) is one way of testing cognitive development.
If the infant shows more intense attention to such events than
to events which normally can occur, one can conclude that a
discrepancy from a schema or violation of expectancy has
occurred
.
Cardiac Change as an Index of Attention
Heart rate has been used extensively in infant studies
as a measure of attention (see Clifton, 1974; Lewis, 1972).
One rationale for the use of heart rate as an indicator of
attention stems from work on the orienting response discussed
above. From a somewhat different perspective, Lacey (1959,
1967) has argued that cardiac activity reflects an individual's
intended transaction with the environment. Heart rate decelera-
tion is associated with sensory intake while heart rate accel-
eration is associated with stimulus rejection. This view is
supported by studies with adults which show that watching
(with eyes closed) a flashing light pattern, listening to a
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tape, and looking at pictures were associated with cardiac
deceleration while placing a foot in ice water and doing
mental arithmetic problems (assumed to be aversive stimuli)
were associated with cardiac acceleration (Lacey, Kagan,
Lacey & Moss, 1963; Obrist, 1963). Graham and Clifton
(1966) reviewed the orienting and cardiac literature to
determine what form of heart rate change was appropriately
associated with the OR. The criteria for an OR were: 1) it
is elicited by novel stimuli of low or moderate intensity,
2) it habituates rapidly with stimulus repetition and 3) it
occurs at stimulus offset regardless of stimulus intensity.
They concluded that cardiac deceleration represented an OR
while cardiac acceleration was a defensive response. This
view was elaborated in a later review (Graham & Jackson,
1970) where it was suggested that there are two arousal
systems; a defensive system and an information processing
system with the OR associated with the latter. If the OR is
part cf an information processing system and cardiac de-
celeration is an OR component, then cardiac deceleration
should occur in awake, alert infants to novel or unexpected
stimuli which are not intense or sudden enough to evoke startles.
In addition to work in Lacey * s laboratory with adults,
a relationship between heart rate and attention has been
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demonstrated for school age children (Kagan & Rosman, 1964;
Steele & Lewis, 1968). Lewis & Goldberg (1969) demonstrated
that in 3^-year-olds, heart rate deceleration parallels
visual orienting in habituating to repetition of a visual
stimulus and recurring when the stimulus is modified. Al-
though cardiac activity in infants has been related to both
visual and auditory attention, the following discussion
focuses upon work with visual stimuli since it is more directly
related to the problem in the present study. Auditory
studies are introduced only to supplement visual work or
where few visual studies exist.
Kagan & Lewis (1965) in one of the earliest visual
studies to use cardiac measures with infants, presented two
episodes of visual stimulation to 6-month-olds
. One consisted
of a light blinking in three patterns (point, row, helix)
.
The other was a film strip including pictures of a bottle,
a checkerboard, a bullseye, and faces of a male, a female and
a panda bear. Cardiac deceleration occurred to both kinds of
visual stimulation, and a positive correlation was found
between amount of looking and amount of cardiac deceleration.
The meaning of this correlation is not clear because the
relationship is between total fixation time and deceleration
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over the entire 30 second trial, and whether deceleration
occurred primarily when infants were looking was not measured
A supplementary report, reported similar correlations between
looking and cardiac deceleration (Lewis, Kagan, Campbell &
Kalafat, 1966). Meyers & Cantor (1967) showed 6-month-olds
a ball and a stuffed toy clown but did not begin a trial
until infants were looking, when infants did look, the
typical heart rate response was deceleration. The importance
of distinguishing stimulus onset from subject orienting is
further emphasized in a study by Lewis & Spaulding (1967).
Twenty- four 6-month-olds viewed the same light patterns used
by Kagan & Lewis (1965). Beat-by-beat cardiac curves were
plotted for both stimulus onset and onset of looking. The
major cardiac deceleration occurred when the infants looked.
The beat-by-beat curve following onset of looking showed a
shorter latency to trough and a lower trough than that for
stimulus onset.
It was noted in several of these early studies that
infants with equally long visual fixations could differ in
amount of active scanning of the stimulus. It was argued
that more active attention was associated with cardiac
decelerations (Kagan & Lewis, 1965; Lewis e_t al
,
1966).
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Therefore, the combination of visual fixation and cardiac
response is a more sensitive measure of attention than either
measure alone (Lewis, et al
, 1966).
Sometimes cardiac responses have been a more sensitive
measure of discrimination than visual or behavioral responses.
At 4 months of age, girls did not show differentiation as
measured by looking time to 4 sculptured models of facial
stimuli, but showed more cardiac deceleration to the regular
face than to one with scrambled features (Kagan, Henker, Hen-
Tov, Levine & Lewis, 1966). Likewise, presentation of four
mobiles with different arrangements of the same elements did
not elicit differential visual attention in 4-month-olds
, but
did elicit differential cardiac responses (McCall & Kagan,
1967). A similar finding was reported for abstract shapes
which varied in contour, area, and complexity. Cardiac
deceleration was a more sensitive index of discrimination
than looking time (McCall & Mel son, 1970). However, in
other studies from the same laboratories, fixation time has
been a more sensitive measure of discrimination than cardiac
response (Kagan & Lewis, 1965; Meyers & Cantor, 1967).
Often cardiac response is used as a measure of dis-
crimination when other responses are not yet developed. Early
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studies of depth perception in infants depended upon the
infants' ability to crawl. The infant was placed upon a
sheet of plexiglass over a textured surface which was directly
beneath the plexiglass on one side and some depth below on
the other. Avoidance of the deep side of the "visual cliff-
is evidence of depth discrimination (Walk, 1966; Walk &
Dodge, 1962). Depth discrimination in infants who cannot
yet crawl can be tested by measuring heart rate change in
the same situation. When 2-to-3-month-olds were placed on
each of the two sides of the visual cliff, large cardiac
decelerations were observed on the deep side and only slight
decelerations were observed on the shallow side. (Campos,
Langer & Crowitz, 1970). Thus cardiac responses indicated
discrimination of depth long before infants were able to
crawl.
Habituation and dishabituation of cardiac response is
another technique which has been used to test infant discrimi-
nation, particularly for auditory stimuli where there is no
easily observable attentive response. Many studies which used
this paradigm were concerned with responses of newborns to
auditory stimuli which initially elicited cardiac accelerations
However, Berg (1972) presented six trials of 10-second tones
of moderate intensity to 4-month-olds
. All stimuli evoked
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cardiac decelerations which habituated over the six trials.
When frequency or temporal pattern was changed on trials 7 and
8, increased magnitude or duration of accelerations was
observed indicating that 4-month-olds discriminated frequency
differences less than 4/5 octave and temporal differences of
about h second. Similarly, Moffit (1971) was able to demon-
strate that 5-month-olds could discriminate the initial
consonants of "bah" and "gah" through use of habituation and
dishabituation of cardiac deceleration.
In addition to demonstrating simple discriminations of
same or different, cardiac responses in infants have been
related to the extent of differences between stimulus
patterns. Kagan (1971) argued that moderate discrepancy
from a familiar stimulus should elicit maximal attention while
larger discrepancies or stimuli for which there is no schema,
as well as familiar stimuli, should elicit less attention.
One test of this hypothesis gave infants one month of
home experience with a mobile beginning at the age of 3
months. At 4 months of age they were brought to the labora-
tory and viewed four mobiles consisting of different arrange-
ments of the same elements. Magnitude of cardiac deceleration
for the girls was a function of adult-judged discrepancy be-
tween the familiar and rearranged mobiles (McCall & Kagan,
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1967). m two related auditory episodes, 5-month-olds were
presented with different arrangements of the same eight tones
(a c major scale). One sequence was presented repeatedly
and then a second arrangement was introduced. Cardiac de-
celeration was a function of amount of discrepancy between
familiar and changed patterns. in one case (Melson & McCall,
1971) cardiac deceleration increased as the tonal pattern
increased in discrepancy from the familiar one. in the other
(McCall & Melson, 1971) more presentations of the familiar
stimulus pattern before introduction of the change elicited
larger decelerations. in this case, it can be argued that the
more times a familiar stimulus is repeated, the stronger is
the infant's expectation that the next trial will be the same
and the greater the violation of that expectancy caused by the
change
.
Cardiac responses may be particularly sensitive to
violation of expectancies. Clifton (1974) has reported new-
born studies in which decelerations were observed during
extinction trials in conditioning experiments. In the first
study, newborns were conditioned with 30 trials of an 8 second
tone, 6 second ISI followed by presentation of glucose. Al-
though there was no evidence of a conditioned response to
tone, on the first extinction trial, a large deceleration
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occurred beginning 6 seconds after the tone, that is, at
the time the UCS should have occurred. A replication of
this study with 2J5
-to-3-month-olds (Appleton, 1972) also
found no evidence of conditioned responses but some de-
celeration on extinction trials. it appears, therefore,
that very young infants show cardiac decelerations when an
expected event fails to occur.
Thus, cardiac deceleration is consistently related to
variables such as novelty, discrepancy and expectancy which
are known to affect infant attention and reflect cognitive
development.
Because cardiac deceleration is difficult to elicit
in newborns, the ability of very young infants to orient
has often been questioned (see Graham & Jackson, 1970) and
it has been suggested that the ability to orient and respond
with cardiac decelerations develops over the early months of
life (Graham & Jackson, 1970; Hirschmann & Katkin, 1974;
Lewis, 1972). However, the ability to show cardiac de-
celerations is well established by 5 months of age, the period
with which we are concerned.
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CHAPTER Hi
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Purpose and Rationale
The purpose of this study was to evaluate object
concepts in 5-month-olds as manifested in selective at-
tention to visual events in which objects moving on a
linear trajectory were temporarily occluded. Duration
of visual fixation and cardiac responses were used as
indicators of selective attention. The primary data were
comparisons of behavior before and after occlusions when
the visible object was familiar or novel and did or did not
change behind the screen.
The performance of this age group in tracking tasks
with temporary occlusions is of particular interest because
it has been reported in a number of studies that qualitative
changes in tracking behavior at 18-20 weeks of age demon-
strate the acquisition of existence constancy (see Table 1).
From 18-20 weeks onwards, infants' behavior is consistent with
perception of continued existence of a moving object during
temporary occlusions. Younger infants respond to trajectory
information but do not respond to changes in features of the
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object carrying that information (Bower et al
, 1971; Gardner,
1971). Therefore, we chose to study infants at an age when
behavior is consistent with perception of existence constancy,
In the previous chapter, the notion of existence
constancy was analysed in terms of four hierarchical com-
ponents: ability to use trajectory information, to discrimi-
nate moving objects, to recognize familiar events and to make
generalized predictions about reappearance for any object
moving toward the screen. The present study was designed
to separate and evaluate the presence of these abilities in
20-to-24-week-old infants.
Table 2 summarizes infant expectations consistent with
each skill and the events in the experiment which confirm or
disconfirm each type of expectancy. Three different events
were used in the experiment: 1) a familiar toy moved along
a linear trajectory and disappeared behind a screen, emerging
on the same trajectory at the appropriate time (hereafter
symbolised f-f ) ; 2) a novel toy moved along the same
trajectory and passed behind the screen, emerging on the
same trajectory (n-n) ; 3) a novel toy moved along a linear
trajectory and passed behind the screen but a familiar object
appeared on the same trajectory from behind the screen (n-f)
.
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The pattern of attention as indicated by visual fixation
and cardiac response to these three types of trials before
and after occlusions was analysed to determine which ex-
pectancies infants had developed. Furthermore, the test
sequence was limited to 10 to 15 trials to minimize the
opportunity for infants to learn these expectancies during
the experiment.
Subjects
Infants were located through local birth records and
published birth announcements in several towns surrounding
the university. Parents were contacted by a letter explaining
the study and a followup phone call to enlist co-operation
and schedule appointments. A small number of parents had
participated in a previous study in the same laboratory and
indicated willingness to return. These families were contacted
by phone only. of 102 families initially contacted, 53
agreed to participate and 32 boys and 21 girls were brought
to the laboratory. Of these, 14 beys and 3 girls did not
complete the experimental session because they were fussing
or crying throughout two successive trials. Data for 3 in-
fants were discarded because of experimenter error or equipment
problems. Data for 36 infants is included in all analysis.
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Three infants who completed all but two trials were in
this group. Table 3 summarizes some characteristics of
the infant sample.
Display Apparatus
The infant sat in an infant seat on a table which was
enclosed on three sides (3 infants who were not content in
the infant seat were held by their mothers so they could
watch the display over her shoulder)
. Two sides of the
enclosure were covered with dark brown fabric. The side
facing the infant was divided into two parts. The lower
half was covered with brown fabric. The top consisted of
a piece of masonite with a 43 x 100 cm opening. This was
hung with brown curtains that could be opened to reveal the
display.
The display apparatus consisted of a metal track and
a carrier which was drawn along it by a motor-driven pulley
system. On the carrier, a two-surface platform was mounted
on a pivot. The two surfaces, each of which could hold a
clip-on toy, were mutually perpendicular. At any time, one
surface was horizontal above the track so that the toy on
it was visible to the infant, while the second toy remained
on the vertical surface below the track and out of sight
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TA BLE 3 SAMPLE CHARACTERISTIC
Age Range = 20-2*1 weeks
Mean
- 21.2 weeks
Birthweight Range = 6 lb. 2 oz. -
Mean = 7 lb. 9 oz.
9 lb. 1 oz.
Birth order First born: N = 15
Second
: N = 17
Feeding
Method
Breast t N = 1*J-
Bottle: N = 18
*Mixed : N = 4
Parents*
Occupation**
Professional: N = Ik
Sales & Service: N = 9
Laborer: N = 10
Unknown: N = 3
* Mixed = any baby currently receiving breast and bottle,
any baby breast fed and then switched
** Students (N=6) included in professional group, working
mothers (N=3) occupations consistently in same
group as fathers
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(see Fig. 1). object changes were accomplished by pivoting
the platform so that the previously vertical surface was
raised to the horizontal and visible above the track. This
was accomplished by allowing the vertical surface to catch
on a piece of plastic mounted to protrude upward in the
middle of the track behind the screen (see Fig. 1). if
the same object was to appear on both sides of the screen,
two replicas were mounted, one on each platform. if different
objects were to be visible during the trial, each platform
held a different toy. Thus, the carrier platform was pivoted
on all trials whether or not object change was required.
Potential sound cues were, therefore, identical on all trials.
The screen was a piece of cardboard (17 x 26 cm)
covered with brown fabric and inserted into two clips so
that it covered the center of the track. The track sat on a
table behind the opening in the infant enclosure so that when
the curtains were open, the object moving along the track v/as
visible at the infant's eye level at a distance of 60 cm from
the infant's face. A brown curtain hung behind the display
provided a homogeneous background and screened observers who
judged visual fixation through a small hole in the curtain.
Two different stimulus objects were used. They were
selected, after pilot work with several different small toys,
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to differ maximally from each other (insofar as possible
given the size and weight limitations of the apparatus) and
to be attractive to young infants. The first was a wooden
bird (2 x 2 cm) painted red, yellow, black and blue; the
second was an abstract paper construction (4 x 3 cm) of
bright green with pink and blue tinsel paste-ons (see Fig. 2)
Two replicas of each were mounted on 4 x \ cm wooden dowels
and attached to metal clips which fit the surfaces of the
carrier platform.
Recording Apparatus
An electrocardiogram was recorded from three Beckman
electrodes placed in a triangular array on the infant's
chest. One active lead was high on the sternum, the second
active lead and ground were located on the lower ribs 2-3
inches on each side of the midline. Each R-wave was recorded
as a pulse on a Revox FM tape recorder running at 3 3/4 ips .
On a second channel of the tape recorder a pulse was
recorded coincident with motor onset to mark the start of
each trial. Visual fixations were judged by an observer
behind the backdrop who depressed a key for the duration of
each fixation. It was possible to record the simultaneous
judgments of each of two observers coding in this fashion.
f?^. 3,
. Sff'rnulL
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Each observer's key produced a different signal voltage on
the audiotape, when both keys were depressed the signal
voltages were sunned and recorded on tape. Thus, it was
possible upon tape replay to identify each observer's
judgments as well as the agreement between observers. The
first observer was always the author and several different
undergraduate psychology students rotated as the second
observer. A second observer was present at 24 of 26 sessions
for which data are reported. Reliability between observers
ranged from .73 to .93 with a mean of .87.
Procedure
Each infant was brought to the laboratory by a parent
who was present throughout the single experimental session
and sat behind the infant. Each session lasted 20-40 minutes
of which 7-10 minutes was required for presentation of stimuli
infants were tested only if awake, quiet and alert. After
the recording electrodes were in place, the infant sat in
the infant seat and the room was darkened so that only the
display, frontlighted by a 100 watt lamp mounted behind the
infant, was illuminated. Each session began with one station-
ary pretest exposure of each of the two stimulus objects.
Each object was exposed until the infant had looked at it
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once and the exposure was terminated^ ^^^
away. The stiffiulus designated ^ ^ ^ ^
presented and passed behind the screen, moving along a
linear trajectory at 7cra/seo. on aU trials stimu l us objects
moved from the infant's left to riohrgnc, were exposed for 9
seconds on each side of the screen, and were out of sight
behind the screen for 4 seconds. The curtains were opened
at the start of each trial and closed at its end to allow the
stimulus to return to the starting point. The total duration
of each trial and the intertrial interval was 23 seconds.
An infant was required to track the "familiar" object three
times on both sides of the screen before the experiment
began. of the 36 infants for whom data are reported, 27
met this criterion in the first three trials. of the re-
maining infants, 4 required 4 trials and 5 infants required
5 trials to meet this criterion. Although some infants did
not reach criterion, this was generally true in situations
where the infant began fussing almost immediately, and no
infant who was alert and quiet was discarded from the study
for failure to meet criterion. Throughout the experiment, a
trial was repeated if the infant failed to track at least
briefly on both sides of the screen.
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Experimental Condition s
Infants were assigned according to a prearranged random
order, to three conditions. Independent randomization for
males and females assigned 6 males and 6 females to each
condition. in the control Condition (c) the experimental
sequence consisted of 10 trials in which the familiar object
was visible on both sides of the screen. in the conditions
presented to the other two groups, the familiar object was
visible on be :h sides of the screen for the first two trials.
On the third trial and every third trial thereafter, one of
the other two events was presented. in one condition the
novel object was presented on both sides of the screen. In
this condition, stimulus change occurred between trials and
it was called the Change Between Condition (B) . In the third
condition, the novel object was presented before occlusion
and the familiar object was presented after occlusion. Since
stimulus change in this condition occurred within trials, it
was described as the Change Within Condition (W) . Table 4
indicates the event sequence in each of the three conditions,
and Table 5 summarizes important characteristics of the three
sequences
.
At the end of the 10 trial experimental sequence, those
infants who were still content and tracking were presented with
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^MeJ_^u^ce_ E^j^erimental Trials jn Each Cons ition
Control Between within
Moving Pretest f--f f__ f f—f**
1. f—
f
f—f f—
f
2. f— f f—
f
f—
3. f— f n—
n
n—f
4. f— J. X i—
i
5. f— f— f—
6. f— n— n--
7. f— f— f— f
8. f— f— f f—
9. f— f n— n—
10. f--f f— f— f
Post-test n--f n— n—
n
* Thus far, infants in all three groups were exposted to
the same sequence. Pretest analyses include these five
trials. Trial 2 is analysed both as a protest trial and
the first trial before a catch trial in the experimental
sequence
•
** f=familiar, n=novel
Table 5 Summary Characteristics of Experimental Trial Sequences
Contro
1
Between Within
# Catch trials 3 (3,6,9) 3 (3.6 Q) 3 (3,6,9)
# Trials before
3 (2,5.8) 3 (2,5,8)
# Trials follow-
ing 3 (4,7,10) 3 ( U 9 1 O \
3 (4,7,10
# Seconds expo-
sure familiar
stimulus 180 126 153
# Seconds expo-
oure novel
stimulus 0 54 27
# Stimulus chg.
between trial 0 3 f--n* 3 f—
n
3 n—
f
# Stimulus chg.
within trial 0 0 3 n--f
# Stimulus chg. 0 6 6
*f=farniliar , n=novel
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two additional trials, as indicated in Table 4. m Con-
ditions C and B both post test trials were n-f; in Condi-
tion W the post test involved two n-n trials. Thus, infants
in the two experimental groups were exposed to all three
events
.
In each experimental condition, half of the males and
half of the females were assigned to each of the two possible
familiar stimuli. The Between Subject variables constituted
a 3 (experimental conditions) x 2 (sex) x 2 (familiar object
type) design (all factors fixed). The Within Subject variables
were trials (further subdivided into before, change and
after) and pre-versus post-occlusion (PPO)
. In the heart
rate analysis, the time within trials was represented by
seconds (or periods)
.
Hypotheses and Predictions
The four components of "existence constancy" which
appear to form a logical hierarchy have been discussed
previously. Each of these components can be associated
with a set of expectations consistent with infant behavior
in the experimental situation. Each set of expectations is
confirmed by some events in the experimental sequence and
violated bv others. If we make the additional assumotions
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that 1) events which violate expectations are associated
with more attentive behavior than events which confirm
expectations and 2) novelty elicits more attention than
familiarity, a hypothesis associated with each component
leads to specific predictions about the attentive behavior
of infants in this experiment. Attentive behavior is
indexed by duration of visual fixation and cardiac de-
celeration with longer looks and larger decelerations
considered evidence of greater attention. Table 2 sum-
marizes the predictions discussed below.
Trajectory Information Hypothesis
Infant behavior is a response to trajectory information,
Infants are able to track moving objects but there is no
expectation for a specific object to be carrying trajectory
information. All three kinds of events presented in the
experiment confirm this expectation and infants will react
similarly to all of them. Hence the trajectory information
hypothesis predicts:
1. no between-condition differences in attentive
behavior,
2. no within-condition differences in attentive
behavior as a function of trials except for
3. systematic decline in attention over trials
in all conditions.
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Object Discrim ination Hypothesis
The infant is able to discriminate moving objects and
attention is primarily a function of novelty and familiarity
of objects. The infant recognizes and expects to see the
familiar object on both sides of the screen but these
appearances are viewed as independent events. This ex-
pectation is confirmed for f-f events, violated throughout
n-n events and violated only at the start of n-f events.
The object d: 3crimination hypothesis predicts different
behavior in the three conditions according to the type of
trial presented as follows:
1. Infants in Control Condition (C) will be less
attentive with each succeeding trial
2. Infants in Between Condition (B) will be more
attentive on trials 3, 6, and 9 than on the
trials preceding,.
3. Infants in Within Condition (W) will be most
attentive at the start of trials 3, 6, and
9, but less attentive after occlusion,
4. At the start of the catch trials (3,6,9)
attention in Condition B = Condition W
Condition C.
5. At the end of trials 3, 6, 9 attention in
Condition B Condition W Condition C
6. The decline in attention over trials in
Condition C Condition W Condition B.
Hence, at the end of the experimental sequence,
attention in B W C.
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Limited Event Prediction Hypothesis
The infant responds to the entire trial as an event,
and for the familiar object expects the same object to re-
appear following occlusion. The infant differentiates
familiar and novel events but has no expectation for novel
events in terms of the object which will appear after
occlusion. This expectation is confirmed for f-f events,
but neither n-n nor n-f events are predictable for the
infant. Both are equally novel and unpredictable. The
limited event prediction hypothesis predicts different behavior
in the three conditions according to the type of trial presented
as follows:
1. Infants in Condition C will be less attentive
in each successive trial.
2. Infants in Condition B and those in Condition
W will not differ from each other in attentive
behavior. All will be most attentive through-
out trials 3, 6, and 9.
3. On trials 3, 6, and 9 attention in Condition B=
Condition W Condition C, both pre-and post-
occlusion.
4. The decline in attention over trials in Con-
dition C Condition B = Condition W. Hence,
at the end of the experiment, attention in
B = W C.
Generalized Event Prediction Hypothesis
The infant expects that whatever object moves behind
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the screen will also be the object that appears after occlusion
and this expectation is generalized to all objects whether
familiar or novel. This expectation is confirmed by fi-fi
and n-n events but violated by.n-f events. The generalized
event prediction hypothesis predicts different behavior in
the three conditions as a function of type of trial presented
as follows:
1. Infants in Condition C will be less attentive
on each successive trial.
2. Infants in Condition B will be most attentive
on trials 3, 6, and 9 but on all trials will be
less attentive after occlusions than before.
3. Infants in Condition W will be most attentive
on trials 3, 6, and 9 and will be more atten-
tive after occlusion than before.
4. At the start of trials 3, 6, and 9 attention
in Condition B = Condition W Condition C.
5. After occlusion on trials 3, 6, and 9 attention
in Condition W Condition B Condition C.
6. Decrease in attention over trials for Condition
C B W. At the end of the experimental
sequence attention in W B C.
All hypotheses except the trajectory information
hypothesis predict significant Condition X Trial X PPO
interactions. The trajectory information hypothesis pre-
dicts no significant conditions effects or conditions inter-
actions and a significant trials effect (A systematic decline
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in attention over trials). All other hypotheses predict
that infants in Condition B and w will be more attentive on
the catch trials (3,5,9) than those in the Control Condition.
Data Reduction and Analysis
Data were recorded on audiotape (as described in an
earlier section) with heart rate on one channel and trial
markers and looking codes on a second channel. Each tape
was processed on two separate passes by two different pro-
grams on an HP2600, one for each channel. For the event
channel, a printout was obtained which listed in real time
any change in signal voltage that occurred. Prior callibration
of signals at the start of each session allowed each signal
voltage on the printout to be readily identified as a trial
marker, observer 1, observer 2 or both observers coding
fixation. From each trial start code, occlusion and re-
appearance were marked off on the printout by hand. By
hand subtraction, the duration of each fixation coded by
each observer was obtained and these were further summed to
give total fixation time pre-and post-occlusion for each
trial. In actual computation and analyses the score used
when two observers were present was the mean of the two
observers' scores. Further analyses of visual fixation
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data were carried out by hand.
For the heart rate channel, a weighted average heart
rate in beats per minute (bpm) was computed for each second
of each trial and stored on disc for hand editing before
transfer to magnetic tape for further analyses on a CDC3600.
From disc storage, separate tapes were written for each
analysis. in these analyses Seconds or heartrate (hr)
periods for pre-and post-occlusion were treated separately.
'
Although the p: imary decelerations were expected to occur
only when infants were looking, trial onset was always the
point from which all HR periods were based. Since the
stimulus was a complex event involving change over time the
use of onset of fixation as the base point would sacrifice
information about which par\: of the event was being observed
at the time of HR change. Preliminary scanning of latencies
to first fixation from trial onset and post occlusion appearance
rarely differed from onset of looking by more than 1 to 3
seconds. Hence the majority of the infants did look almost
immediately when the stimuli first appeared and only a small
error was involved in using trial onset as the base point.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
In this chapter, the results for analyses of visual
fixation data will be presented first, followed by analyses
of heart rate data. The following terminology is used
throughout this section: Conditions (c) refers to the main
experimental conditions (Control, Between, Within) while
Groups refers to Condition X Sex X Object Type groupings of
subjects. Object Type (0) refers to the object which was
assigned as the familiar object. Trial Type refers to
trials in the experimental sequence classified as trial
before
,
change trial
,
or trial following while Trials
designates sequence without respect to type. Blocks refers
to repetition of trials. In the analyses of visual fixation
times, comparisons are made between pre-and post-occlusion
(PPO) while analyses of heart rate include Periods (P) to
represent the time dimension within a trial.
Analysis of Visual Fixation Data
Stationary pre - test trials
At the beginning of the experimental session, each
infant was exposed to one stationary presentation of each
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of the two stimuli. Order of presentation was counter-
balanced across Sex and Conditions. The purpose of
these initial presentations was to assess whether the two
stimuli were of equal interest value. Only first fixation
was recorded as each exposure was terminated when the infant
looked away. Within-subject comparisons of fixation time to
the two stimuli showed no significant differences in attention
to the two stimuli. Hence, both stimuli were equally
attractive to the infants. Later analysis indicated that
the two stimuli were discriminable on the moving trials.
Moving pre-test trials
Before the experiment proper began, infants were
required to track the familiar object on both sides of the
Screen, however briefly, on three trials. The majority of
infants (27) met this criterion in the first 3 trials. Among
the remaining infants, there were 4 who met criterion in 4
trials, and the remainder took 5 trials. Some infants were
dropped from the study before reaching criterion because
they began to fuss immediately, but no infant who was quiet
during this time was dropped from the study for failure to
meet criterion. The analysis for the pre-test trials in-
cluded only those trials on which infants did track on both
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sides of the screen. m addition to the three criterion
trials, the first two trials of the experimental sequence
again presented the familiar object, making 5 trials during
which treatment of Ss assigned to different experimental
conditions was identical. Analysis of fixation time on
these trials indicates whether behavior in the three groups
of infants was similar before experimental manipulations
were introduced. Since the fifth trial was also included
in the analysis of experimental data (as the first trial
before)
,
two separate analyses were done: one for the five
trials and one for the first four trials only. Since the
findings for both analyses were similar, only the analysis
of the first five trials is discussed.
A Groups X Trials X PPO analysis of variance on fixation
time for the first five trials showed no significant main
effects (see Table 6). Two significant and related inter-
actions were found: Condition X Object Type X Trials (F(8,96)=
2.38^^^.05) and Condition X Sex X Object Type X Trials
(F(8.96)=2.78, pZ.,01). Followup comparisons indicated that
in the Control Condition, the bird stimulus was looked at
significantly more than the abstract stimulus. In the other
two conditions, the abstract stimulus was looked at significantly
more. The Condition X Object Type X Trials interaction (Fig. 3)
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Table 6 Pre-test Trials, Groups x Trials x PPO ANOVA on
.
Fixation Time
Source
Between Ss
Conditions (C)
Sex (S)
Object Type (0)
C x S
C x 0
S x 0
C x S x 0
Ss w/in Groups
SS
518.49
8.81
.42
29.30
37.7?
64. ?4
.02
17.49
368.75
df MS
3.5
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
24
4.41
.42
29.30
18.49
32.37
.02
8.77
15.36
Within Ss 794.10 324
Trials (T) 1.90 4 .48
C x T 15.73 8 1.97
S x T 4.42 4 1.11
0 x T 1.80 4 .45
C x S x T 22.09 8 2.76
0 x U X T 37*53 8 4.69
S x 0 x T
.17 4 .04
C x S x 0 x T ft* 00 c It n
*T x Ss w/in 189.29 96 1.97
PPO 2.22 1 2.22
C x PPO 1.76 2 .88
S x PPO 3.55 1 3.55
0 x PPO 4.21 1 4.21
C x S x PPO 2.92 2 1.46
C x 0 x PPO 6.75 2 3.08
S x 0 x PPO .15 1 .15
C x S x 0 x PPO 8.70 2 ^•35
*PP0 x Ss w/in 96.40 24 4.02
T x PPO 5.22 4 1.31
C X T x PPO 21.63 8 2.70
S x T x PPO 10.90 4 2.48
0 x T x PPO 20.72 4 5.18
C x S x T x PPO 19.58 8 2.45
C x 0 x T x PPO 7.88 8 .98
S x 0 x T x PPO 9.92 4 2.48
C x S x 0 x T x PPO 19.85 8 2.48
*T x PPO x Ss w/in 235.07 96 2.45
Total 1312.58 359
F
1.90
1.22
2.11
2.38
2.78
<.05
<.01
*Error terms for preceding within effects
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reflects the fact that in the Control Condition differences
in attentive behavior to the two stimuli were significant on
all trials except trial 3; in the Between Condition the
differences were significant on all trials, and in the Within
Condition, the differences were significant only on trials
2 to 4. Hence, among infants assigned to each of the three
conditions, there were differences in fixation time as a
function of the stimulus presented. This suggests that the
two stimuli \ ere discriminate for the infants.
Followup comparisons for the four-way interaction
(Condition X Sex X Object Type X Trials) indicated that in
addition to the previous findings, there was an extremely
large difference in attention to the two stimuli on trial 5
for males in the Between Condition (Fig. 4). Attention to
the abstract stimulus on trial 5 for males in the Between
Condition was significantly greater than in any other group,
while fixation time for males presented with the bird stimulus
was significantly less than in any other group.
It is important to note that there were no significant
main effects or interactions for PPO. Since all infants
tracked from left to right, it was important to determine
whether there were any consistent side preferences before the
82
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experiment began. Under some of the hypotheses to be
considered, Condition X PPO effects are predicted. An
initial side preference would mean that interpretation of
later PPO effects would confound side preference with the
effects of experimental manipulations. Fortunately, there
is no evidence of any side preference or interaction with
side preference in the pre-test trials. The major sig-
nificant effects on the pre-test trials were attributable
to stimulus c ifferences and did not include Condition X PPO
interactions. Since stimulus differences would not bias
interpretation of experimental data, no corrections were
made in fixation times in analysis of experimental trials.
However, the data for experimental trials were initially
analysed for Sex and Object Type effects to determine whether
these differences persisted throughout the experiment.
Experimental trials
The major differences between the four hypotheses under
consideration are predictions about behavior on the change
trials (3, 6. 9) in comparison with other trials. The
trajectory information hypothesis predicts no effect of
experimental conditions on fixation time during change trials
while all other hypotheses predict that fixation times in the
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Between and Within Conditions should increase on change
trials and should be greater than fixation time in the
Control Condition. Thus, these hypothesis predict Condition
X Trial Type interactions.
The first analysis was a Group X Trial Type analysis
of variance on total fixation time for trials 2 to 10
(see Table 7). It showed only a significant main effect of
Trial Type (F ( 2 , 48) =3 . 37
, p<.05). Examination of the
Trial Type means showed that fixation time on trials before^
change trials > trials following
. This ordering suggests a
general decrease in attention during the experiment rather
than an effect of experimental conditions. The purpose of
the next analysis was to explore this possibility. Since
there were no significant main effects or interactions with
Sex or Object Type, subsequent analyses collapsed over groups
unless they were designed to assess stimulus discrimination.
A Condition X Trials analysis of variance on fixation
time (Table 8) for experimental trials (2-10) demonstrated
only a significant main effect for Trials (F ( 8 , 264) =5 . 10
,
p<.001). Examination of the trial means (Table 9) and
followup comparisons show a consistent decrease in fixation
time over trials regardless of condition. The two apparent
reversals are trials on which fixation time is not significar.
Table 7 Experimental Tri n 1 «5 • croups x Trial Type ANOVA on
XT* ^ v ^ 4- A ^-s
«
r lXdtlOn Time
Source ss
'
df MS p P
Between Ss 613.66 35
Conditions (c) 14.48 o 1 . 24Sex (S) 5.65 1 5.65Object Type (0) 6.80 1 6.80
C x s 39 18 A 19.59 1.28
C x 0 26.86 2 13.43
S x 0 42.69 i 42.69 2.78
C x S x 0 109. 66 2 54.35 3.57
Ss w/in Groups 368.34 24 15.35
Within Ss 175.06 72
Trial Type (T) 16.77 2 8.39 3.37 <;.05
C X T 7.03 4 J. • / D
S x T
.10 2 .05
0 x T 1.00 2
. 50
C x S x T 12.60 4 3.15 1.27
C x 0 x T 1.75 4 .44
S x 0 x T 4.10 2 2.05
C x S x 0 x T 10,18 4 2.55 1.02
T x Ss w/in 119.53 48 2.49
Total 786.72 107
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Table 8 Experimental Trials: Condition x Trials ANOVA on
Fixation Time
Source SS df MS
Between Ss 1822. 22 35
Conditions (C) 31. 40 2 15. 70
Ss w/in Conditions 1790. 82 33 54. 28
Within Ss 2019. 98 288
Trials (T) 250. 27 8 31. 28
C X T 152. 41 16 9. 52
T x Ss w/in 1617. 30 264 6. 13
Total 3842. 20 323
5.10 <.001
1.55 c.10*
* 1.67 needed for p<£.05
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Table 9 Mean Total Fixation Q yor Experimental Tri a1 «
Trial Total
No
»,
.
Group con1 vol
1 '
—
2 9.49
3 9.07
4 8.71
5 8.91
6 7.94
7 7.19
8 .68
9 7.29
10 6.61
Between Within
9.11 9.55 8.78
8.59 9.46 9.16
8. 30 8.32 9.53
8. 87 9.02 8.83
7.22 7.28 9.33
7.68 7.12 6.76
9. 34 6.26 7.40
7. 89 6.39 7.58
8.13 5.24 6.47
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Lons
different from that on the immediately preceding trial.
The consistent decrease in fixation time over trial:
and the lack of significant Condition x Trials interact!,
is consistent with the trajectory information hypothesis
.
Since the remaining hypotheses predicted specific Condition
X Trial interactions, the appropriate a priori comparisons
were made. Specifically, all three hypotheses predict
longer fixation time in the Between and Within Conditions
than in the Control on trials 3, 6, and 9 and predict
increases on trials 3, 6, and 9 relative to 2, 5, and 8 in
the Between and Within Condition. None of these predicted
differences were found to be significant. Although the
F-test is generally considered robust with respect to viola-
tion of the basic assumptions, the restricted range of
variation and corresponding deviation from normality of
distribution indicated that it would be prudent to make the
same comparisons using non-parametric tests. The differences
within each condition (trial 3-2, 6-5, and 9-8) were tested
using Wilcoxen's matched pairs test. The differences between
conditions (Control-Between, Control-Within on trials 3, 6,
and 9) were tested by Mann-Whitney U-tests. The results were
consistent with the previous F-tests in finding that none of
the predicted differences were significant.
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As a further check for differences between conditions,
the trial means for each experimental condition were examined
separately and appropriate comparisons were made (see Table 9
and Fig. 5). in both Between and Within Conditons, there was
a significant decrease in fixation time over trials (apparent
reversals in the Within Condition were not significant in-
creases over the previous trial). in the Control Condition,
although there are periods during which fixation time de-
creases over several trials, there is no significant overall
decrease in fixation time. Indeed, at the end of the experi-
ment, the Control infants are looking longer than any other
groups of infants. Although this is inconsistent with all
four hypotheses, the adult impression that this was the most
boring condition, suggests that infants who stayed in the
Control Condition were highly attentive and resistant to
boredom. That is, only highly attentive infants would persist
in attending to the Control Condition, while less attentive
infants had a better chance of remaining in the other con-
ditions for the duration of the experiment.
Although the findings thus far are most consistent with
the predictions of the trajectory information hypothesis , the
pre-and post-occlusion effects on fixation time have not been
90
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Lre
examined, since the predictions of all four hypotheses a:
primarily concerned with attentive behavior on change trials,
a Condition X Trials X PPO analysis of variance on fixation
time was done for the three change trials (3, 6, 9). The
only significant effect in this analysis (see Table 10) was
the main effect of Blocks (F ( 2 , 66) =5 . 62
, p<L.01), which was
a decrease in fixation time. There was no significant main
effect of ppo or Condition X PPO interaction. The appropriate
a priori comparisons (see Table 11) were made using both
parametric and non-parametric tests, as before. None of the
expected differences were significant.
Since fixation time showed a consistent decrement over
trials, it is possible that the effects of experimental
manipulations would only be effective in the first block of
trials. A separate analysis was therefore done for trials
2 and 3. Since trial 3 was the first occasion on which the
novel object was presented in the Between and Within Condi-
tions, it was also appropriate to assess within-subject
stimulus discrimination at this point and Object Type was
introduced as a factor in the analysis. The Condition X
Object Type X Trial x PPO analysis of variance on fixation
time for trials 2 and 3 (Table 12) showed only a significant
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Table 10 change Trials :Cond it ions x Trials FPO 4N0VA on
—
,
Fixation Time
Source SS df MS F
Between Ss 288.17 35Conditions 8.69 2 4 34Ss w/in 274.48 33 8^2
Within Ss 565.11 180
T
n
r
l*l
s 30.55 2 15.28 5.62
2 5 2 /. 17 - 82 * 1.6^T X Ss w/in 179.^0 66 2.72
PP0 7.08 1 7.08 2.35
c x ppo 7.09 2 3.84 1 28
*PP0 x Ss w/in 99.46 33 3 01
T x ppo 7.42 '2 3.71 1.17
C X T X PPO 7.20 4 1.80 -1
*T X PPO X S S w/in 208.49 66 3.16
Total 848.28 215
4.01
*Error for preceding within effects"
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Table 11 Mean Pre- and Post-Occlusion Fixation Time on
Catch Tr ial
s
Trial
Cond it ion 3 6 9
Control Pre-
Post-
4.52
4.08
4.12
3.14
3.72
4.16
Between Pre-
Post
5.32
4.15
3.97
3.32
3.55
2.84
Within Pre-
Post
4.31
4.85
5.08
4.25
3.45
3.99
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Table 12 Trials 2 and 3« Condition x Object Type x Trials PPO
—
,
A NOVA on Fixation Time
Source SS df MS
Between Ss 285.43 35
Condition (C) 2.96 2 1.48
Object Type (0) 6.33 1 6.33
C x
°j 57.30 2 28.65 3.93 <.0SSs w/in Conditions 218.84 30
Within Ss 27^.84 108
Trials (T)
.05 1
.05
C x T 1.21 2 .60
0 x T 1.03 1 1.03
C x 0 x T 8.70 2 4.35 2.14
*T x Ss w/in 60.94 30
PPO
.16 1 .16
C x PPO 8.31 2 4.15 1.51
0 x. PPO 6.3^ 1 6.34 2.31
C x 0 x PPO 10.14 2 5.07 1.85
*PP0 x Ss w/in 82.25 30 2.74
T x PPO 4.48 1 4.48
C x T x PPO I.76 2 .88
0 x T x PPO 8.31 1 8.31 3.26
C x 0 x T x PPO 3.77 2 1.88
T x PPO x Ss w/in 76.78 30 2.55
Total 559.66 143
* Error terms for preceding within effects
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Condition X object Typ. interaction (P ,2. 30, =3
.93, p^.05)
.
The foilowup comparisons (Table 13) showed that this inter-
action was a function of differences in fixation time to the
two objects in the Control and Between Condition, but not in
the Within condition. As on the pre-test trials, the Control
infants looked at the bird significantly more than the
abstract stimulus. In the Between Condition, the familiar
object was presented on Trial 2, the novel one on trial 3.
infants exposed to the abstract stimulus followed by the
bird were significantly more attentive on both trials than
infants exposed to the bird first. There were no differences
in fixation time to the two objects in the Within Condition.
The stimulus discrimination demonstrated in this interaction,
as on the pre-test trials, depends upon differences between
subjects. Among infants exposed to both stimuli in the course
of trials 2 and 3, there was no evidence of significant
differences in fixation time to the two stimuli.
Although there were no Trials or Condition X Trials
effects that were significant in this analysis, the appropri-
ate a priori comparisons were made (between pre-and post-
occlusion times on trial 3 in each conditions, between pre-
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Table 13 Trials 2 and 3: Mean Fixation in Each Condition
by Object Type
Condition
Ob ject Type Control Between within
Bird 9.62 7.34 9 .12
Abstract 8.08 11.67 8.82
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occlusion times on trial 3-2 in each condition, and between
post-occlusion times 3-2 in each condition (Table 14). As
before, both parametric and non-parametric tests were done.
Although there appeared to be differences on trial 3 in the
direction predicted by the generalized prediction hypothesis
,
none of these differences were significant. The results of
analyses done on fixation time during the experimental
trials are most consistent with the trajectory information
hypothesis
.
Post-test trials
After the 10 experimental trials, those infants who were
still alert and quiet were exposed to two post-test trials of
a new event. infants in the Control and Between Conditions
were presented with two n-f trials. infants in the Within
Condition were presented with two n-n trials. Trial 10 of
the experimental sequence was included in the post-test
analysis as a baseline trial. since not all infants remained
in the experiment for the post-test trials, the post-test
analysis was done for unequal N's (Control 10, Between 8,
Within 9)
.
Although this would have been an appropriate time
to test stimulus discrimination for the Control infants, the
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Table 14 Trials 2 and 3: Mean Pre- and Post-Occlusion
— Fixation Time
Condition Trial 2 Trial 3
Control
Pre- 4.43 4 ^ 53
Post- 4.68 4^08
Between
Pre- 4.73 5.32
Post- 4.82 4.15
Within
Pre-
Post-
4.03
4.74
4.31
4.85
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distribution of infants over Object Type made this unfeasible
However, an increase in fixation time to the first appearance
of the novel stimulus in the Control Condition would indicate
stimulus discrimination. A Condition X Trials X PPO analysis
of variance on fixation time for post-test trials (Table 15)
showed no significant main effects or interactions.
S
u
mma ry
The foregoing analyses of visual fixation time con-
sistently support the trajectory information hypothesis
.
During the experimental trials there were no differences
attributable to experimental conditions or interactions with
conditions. The most consistent finding was a systematic
decrease in fixation time over trials. Furthermore, while
between-subject comparisons on both pre-test and experimental
trials show differential fixation to the two stimulus objects
there was no evidence of within-subject discrimination.
Analysis of Cardiac Data
Analyses of heart rate data were treated somewhat
differently than the visual fixation analyses. First,
unlike fixation, which yields single pre-and post-occlusion
measures for each trial, the index of attention, as manifestec
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Table 15 Post-test
•
Condition x Trials X PPO AN0VA**
Source SS df MS F D
Between
Cond it ion
Ss w/in
373.30
J f « 1 v
336.60
26
c.
24
18.55
14.02
1.32
Within
Trials
C x T
*T x Ss w/in
315.68
• OO
1^.83
85.53
35
c
4
48
Oil
.34
3.71
1.78
2.08
PPO
C x PPO
*PP0 x Ss w/in
!? • Dy
21.71
90.96
1
2
24
5.59
10.85
3.79
1.47
2.86
T x PPO
C x T x PPO
*T x PPO x Ss w/in
9.51
.22
86.65
2
48
4.76
.05
1.80
2.64
Total 689.38 161
* Error terms for preceding within effects
**unequal N*s - Control N - 10
Between N = 8
Within N = 9
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in cardiac activity, is change over time, (in this case
Periods). The,e were 24 data points for each trial, each
of which was mean heart rate over one second. Predictions
of the various hypotheses concern differences in cardiac
change over time as a function of experimental conditions.
Hence, all predictions involve interactions between Conditions
and Periods. Main effects of independent variables on heart
rate represent differences in mean heart rate over entire
trials and nicy reflect change in level of arousal but are
not readily interpretable as attention to specific events.
Such main effects are more likely related to differences in
initial heart rate level than responses to events presented
during the trial. Hence, no extensive followup analyses or
interpretations are presented for effects which do not involve
interactions v/ith Periods.
Separate analyses were done for 11 pre-occlusion periods
(including one second prior to trial onset and the second of
disappearance) and 11 post-occlusion periods (including one
second before the stimulus emerged from behind the screen
and the second of disappearance at the end of the trial).
Comparisons of pre-and post-occlusion responses were made
only after the form of response for each part of the trial had
102
been analysed separately. The primary rationale for this
procedure was that with the large number of data points for
each trial included in a single analysis, point-to-point
differences not related to changes over consecutive periods
would contribute a large portion of the variance. m
addition, the curves for heart rate over 23 seconds would be
so complex that trend tests would not be interpretable
.
Since the major effects to be noted involved changes in heart
rate over consecutive periods, the smaller number of data
points in separate analyses was more appropriate. Pre-and
post-occlusion comparisons are made in the graphic presenta-
tions, where second
-by-second heart rate is shown for entire
trials, and in the discussion of trend analyses.
Pre-test trial:
A Groups X Trials ANOVA on heart rate for the 11 pre-
occlusion periods (Table 16) showed a significant main effect
for Periods (F ( 10
,
240) =10 . 94, p<.001). Mean second-by-
second heart rate for the pre-test trials is presented in
Fig. 6. In the pre-occlusion periods, there is a decelera-
tion of 3 bpm lasting for 6 seconds followed by a slight
acceleration of 2 bpm lasting for 4 seconds. Trend analysis
indicated significant linear (F ( 1 , 5 ) =193 . 5 , p<.001) and
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Table is Pre-test Trials: Group x Trials ANOVA on Pre-Occlusion
.
Heart Rate
Source
Between Ss
Conditions (c)
Sex (S)
Object Type (0)
C x S
C X 0
S x 0
C x S x 0
Ss w/in
Within Ss
Trials(T)
C x T
S x T
0 x T
C x S x T
C x 0 x T
S x 0 x T
C x S x F x T
*T x Ss w/in
Periods(P)
C x P
S x P
0 x P
C x S x P
C x 0 x P
S x 0 x P
C x S x 0 x P
*P X Ss 10/in
T x P
C x T x P
S x T x P
0 x T x P
C x S x T x P
C x 0 x T x P
C x S x 0 x T x
*T x P x Ss w/in
Total
SS df
253.220. 82 35~
114,36.33 2
64?.86 1
2,232.4? l
11,968.99 2
22,415.38 2
1.288.29 1
1,010.95 2
202,220.55 24
76,509.89 1944
413.78 4
2.540.23 8
6.570.30 4
630.45 4
3.141.21 8
1,454.90 8
1,110.85 4
1,023.62 8
25,697.04 96
5t074.10 10
775.^7 20
1,051.69 10
582.32 10
1,620.67 20
1.036.24 20
80.49 10
1,005.85 20
11,133.87 240
621.01 40
2,188.23 80
1,240.94 40
570.0? 40
1.934.22 80
2,886.16 80
' 2,12?.l8 80
24,894.43 960
MS
5,718.1? -
647.86
2,232.47 -
5,984.50 -
11,207.69 1.33
1,288.29 -
505.47 -
8,425.85 -
103.44
318.15
1,642.57
157.61
392.65
181. 74
277.71
127.95
267.68
507.41
38.77
105.17
58.23
81.03
51.81
8.05
50.29
46.39
15.53
27.35
31.02
14.25
24.18
35.33
26.59
25.93
1.19
6.14
1.47
1.04
10.94
2.27
1.23
1.75
1.12
1.38
1.05
1.19
1.36
1.02
<.00i
<.001
<.025
329,730.71 1979
* Error terms for preceding interactions
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quadratic (F(l, 5) =41.8, p<.05) trends on periods.
The significant Sex X Periods effect on pre-occlusion
heart rate (F (10, 240) =2 . 27
, p <.025) is shown in Fig. 7.
Both males and females show similar patterns of respQnse
on pretest trials: an initial deceleration. The difference
in the two curves in Fig. 7 is accounted for primarily by an
accelerative component for the females, while the males
return to baseline.
The only significant effect in the pre-occlusion
analysis was a Sex X Trials effect (F (4, 96) =6. 14, p<.001)
shown in Table 17. Initial heart rate on the first trial
is higher for males than females.
Table 17 Pre-Test Trials: Mean Pre-Occlusion Heart Rate for
Males and Females by Trials
Trials
1 2 3 4 5
Males 142.49 137.74 136.92 136.53 137.14
Females 136.53 139.15 139.92 140.07 140.86
Thereafter, the reverse is true as mean heart rate for males
declines and mean heart rate for females increases over the
five trials. As suggested earlier, these differences do not
106
• ami females
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represent differences in attentive response, but differences
in initial rate.
It is important to note that in the pre-occlusion
analysis there was no Condition x Periods effect which would
bias subsequent interpretation of response to experimental
conditions. The foregoing analysis showed that there were no
significant differences in pre-occlusion cardian response
among infants assigned to the three experimental conditions.
A similar analysis for the 11 post-occlusion periods
(Table 18) also showed a significant main effect for periods
(F(10,240)=2.09, p<.05). As graphed in Fig. 6, post-occlu-
sion cardiac response showed an initial acceleration followed
by a return to baseline. Trend analysis showed significant
linear trend on periods (F(l, 5)=103.6, px.01). All other
significant effects in the post-occlusion analysis were
interactions with Trials rather than Periods. Since none of
these were interpretable in terms of attentive responses,
further examination of these terms was omitted. In the post-
occlusion analysis, as in the pre-occlusion, there were no
Condition X Periods effects which would bias interpretation
of responses on experimental trials. Thus, there were no
differences in either pre-or post-occlusion cardiac response
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Table 18 Pre-test Trials, Groups x Trials A NOVA on Post-Ooc lj^slgn_on Heart Rate
SS d f MS pBetween Ss Sbj.BlQ.Bo 35——
l
- 2
Condition (C) 10.488.U2 2 5.244.21 -
Cole ^yPe (0) I Z
r I I v n .
510 -°5 1 510.05 -LXA X 0 2,159.29 2 1,079.64 -Ss w/in 195.995.^7 24 8,166.48
Within Ss 109,087. 00 1944
Trials (T) 1,386.46 4 346,62 1. 5 1 -
1,644.16 4 411.04 1.78 -
2,983.25 4 7^5.81 3.24 <.025
4,719.47 8 589.93 2.56 <.025
2,470.93 8 308. 87 1.34
4,026.09 4 1,006.52 4.37 <.005
3,045.45 8 380.68 1.65 -
'
22,109.17 96 230.30
897.51 10 89.75 2.09 «.05
505.56 20 25.28 -
272.65 10 27.27 -
208.89 10 20.89 -
840.40 20 42.02 -
662.11 20 33.10 -
216.02 10 21.60 -
1,122.09 20 56.10 I.30 -
10,316.81 240 42.99 -
1.535.87 40 38.40 1.18 -
2.089.39 80 26.12 -
1,780.74 40 44.52 I.37 -
1.218.40 40 30.46 -
2,968.43 80 37.IO 1.13 -
2,576.39 80 32.20 -
1,078.20 40 26.95 -
2,508.09 80 31.35 -
31,298.57 960 12.60
.
Total 372,906.80 1979
c X T
s X T
0 X T
c X S x T
c X 0 x T
s X 0 x T
c X S x 0 x T
X Ss w/in
Periods (P)
C X P
s X P
0 X P
c X S x P
c X 0 x P
s X 0 x P
c X S x 0 x P
*p X Ss w/in
T X P
C X T x P
s X T x P
0 X T x P
c X S x T x P
c X 0 x T x P
s X 0 x T x P
c X S x 0 x T x
*T X P x Ss w/in
* Error term for preceding interactions
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among infants assigned to the three experimental conditions.
Examination of Pig. 6 and trend analyses indicate differ-
ences in cardiac response between pre-and post-occlusion
periods. The pre-occlusion response was a 3 bpm deceleration
followed by slight acceleration above baseline while the post-
occlusion response showed initial acceleration followed by a
return to baseline. it may be necessary to consider these
initial differences in interpreting any later pre-versus post-
occlusion effects.
Experimental hnaU
A preliminary analysis of cardiac response during pre-
and post-occiusion periods on change trials showed no signifi-
cant main effects or interactions for Sex or Object Type.
Since there were no important differences attributable to
these factors on the pre-test analyses and none in the visual
fixation analyses for experimental trials, all further analyses
collapsed over Sex and Object Type.
The main comparisons of the four hypotheses concern
Condition X Trial Type X Periods interactions. The trajectory
ij^rmajtion hypothesis predicts no such interactions while
the remaining three hypotheses predict such interactions
during pre and/or post-occlusion periods. All three predict
that on the change trials
, the Between and Within infants
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will decelerate more than the Control infants during pre-
clusion periods. Ml three predict that in the Between and
Within Conditions infants should show greater deceleration
on the pre-occlusion periods of change trials than other
trials. of the three hypotheses, the nenerali^ prediction
too^hesis predicts that in the post-occlusion periods, the
greatest deceleration will occur in the within Condition; the
limit6d Miction hypothesis predicts greater de-
celeration in both Between and Within Conditions than in
the control Condition, and the object discriminat ion hypothe-
sis predicts less deceleration post-occlusion than pre-
occlusion in the Between and Within Condition with greatest
post-occlusion deceleration in .the Between Condition, since
the novel object is still present.
The first set of analyses were separate Condition X
Trial Type x Periods analyses of variance on pre-and post-
occlusion heart rate (Tables 19 and 20) . In the pre-
occlusion analysis, the important effects are those for
Periods (F(10,330)=11.81, p<.001) and Condition X Periods
CF(20,330)«1.77, p^.05). In the post-occlusion analysis,
there is a significant main effect for Periods (F(10,330)=
4.04, p<.001) but not a Condition X Periods interaction.
Ill
Table 19 Experi.ental Trials, Condition x Trial T.pe ANOVA on
'
—-
—
Fre
-Occlusion Heart Rate
Source
Between Ss
Conditions (C)
Ss w/in
Within Ss
Trial Type (T)
C x T
*T x Ss w/in
Blocks (B)
C x B
*Bx Ss w/in
Periods (p)
C x P
Ss w/in
B
T x B
B x Ss w/in
P
P
x Ss w/in
*P
T
C
•H-ip
T
C
*T x
B x
C
*B
T
C
x
P
P
B
P
B
T
P
Ss w/in
P
B x P
SS
B x P x Ss w/in
361,157.69
^,932.95
356,224.74
df
35
2
22
242,405.84 3528
1.990.53 2
539.81 4
32,315.99 66
11.175.98 2
9,219.86 4
46,450.54 66
5.740.55 10
1.724.57 20
16,035.14 330
494.10 4
4,190.61 8
41,694.32 132
498.62 20
955.81 40
19,786.09 660
649.68 20
583.48 40
17,959.92 660
1.3^2.73 40
1.549.56 80
27,507,95 1320
MS P
2,466.48
10,794.68
995.27 2.03
134.95
490.00
5.587.99 7.94
2,504.96 3.55
703.80
574.06 11.81
86.23 1.77
48.59
123.52
528.83 1.66
315.87
24.93
23.89
29.97
32.48 1.19
14,58
27.21
33.56 1.61
19.37
20.83
<.001
<.05
<.01
Total 603,563.53 3563
* Error terms for preceding within effects
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^l^Pe^ental TrialS! Condition x Trial Type anova
.
on Post-Occlusion woa y.+
Rfi t^
Source
Between Ss"
Conditions
( c )Ss w/in
Within Ss
Trial type (T)
C x T
*T x Ss w/in
Blocks (B)
C x B
*B x Ss w/in
Periods (p)
C x P
*P x Ss w/in
T x B
C x T x B
*T x B x Ss w/in
T x P
C x T x P
*T x P x Ss w/in
B x P
C x B x
*B x P x
T x B x
C x T x
*T x B x
w/in
Total
P
Ss
P
B x P
P Ss w/in
SS
3?0 t 17zT787
2,622.47
367,552.40
df
277,011.44 3528
2,163.60 2
936,29 4
25.039.36 66
11,507.64 2
7,726.58 4
56,146.45 66
2,698.18 10
1,035.37 20
22,051.59 330
1,854.52 4
4,169.97 8
45.723.37 132
1,034.25 20
1,588.52 40
22,538.21 660
758.37 20
1,020.74 40
23,018,76 660
1,061.12 40
1,999.84 80
42.939.11 1120
647,186,31 3563
MS
35
2 1,311.24
33 11,137.95
1,081.80 2.85
234.07
379.38
5,753.82 6.76
1,931.64 2.27
850.70
269.82 4.04
51.76
66.82
463.63 1.34
521.25 1.50
346.39
51.71 1.51
39.71 1.16
3^.15
37.67 1.08
25.52
34.88
26.53
24.99
32.52
•Error terms for preceding within effects
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The main effects for Blocks in both analyses ( Pre-occlusion
(F(2,66)=7.94, p<.001; Post-occlusion (F (92 , 66) =6. 76, p<.001)
are consistent increases in mean heart rate over Blocks.
Fig. 6 presents the second x second heart rate over
both pre-and post-occlusion periods for all Ss. m the
pre-occlusion periods, there is a 2 bpm deceleration over
the first six seconds, followed by an acceleration of 2 bpm
lasting for four seconds. m the post-occlusion periods,
there is a slight drift upwards. The trend analyses showed
a significant quadratic trend on pre-occlusion periods
(F(l, 33)=11.28, p<.01) and a significant linear trend on
post-occlusion periods (F ( 1 , 33 ) =22 . 99
, p<.01). Hence,
there is no evidence of a decelerative (i.e. attentive)
response to post-occlusion stimuli. It appears that events
occurring after occlusions are of less interest than events
prior to occlusion to the infants in the study. Though they
looked equally long during pre-and post-occlusion events, lack
of deceleration to post-occlusion events suggests less active
looking
.
Fig
.
8 shows the cardiac response in each experimental
condition for both pre-occlusion and post-occlusion periods.
The Condition X Periods interaction was significant in the
pre-occlusion analysis only, but post-occlusion data are
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presented for comparison. in the pre-occlusion periods, the
infants in the Control Condition show an initial 1 bpm de-
celeration for four seconds with a predominating accelerative
component of 3 bpm lasting six seconds. m the Between and
Within Conditions, the decelerations are larger and of
longer duration. in the Between Condition, the deceleration
of 2 bpm lasts for seven seconds and in the Within Condition
a deceleration of 4 bpm lasts for eight seconds. The
observed differences in these curves are confirmed by the
trend analyses which showed a significant interaction between
Conditions and the quadratic trend on Periods (F ( 1 , 33) =7 . 22
,
p<.05). Separate trend analyses for each condition showed
that in the Control Condition, only the linear trend on
periods is significant (F ( 1 , 11) =16. 33
,
p^.Ol) while in the
Between and Within Conditions, only the quadratic trends are
significant (Between F ( 1 , 11) =5 . 26, p<.05; Within F(l,110)=
8.42, p<.05). Hence, the Condition x Periods interaction is
best interpreted as a difference between the Control Condition
and the other two conditions such that the Control response
was primarily accelerative, while the Between and Within
responses included a deceleration that was not present in the
Control Condition.
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In the pre-occlusion periods, there was also a signi-
ficant Trial Type X Blocks x Periods effect (F(40,1320)=
1.61, p<.01). This is shown graphically in Fig. 9. A
comparison of the three trial blocks indicates that there
are differences in amplitude of response between them, with
the second trial block showing the largest and the third
block showing the smallest response amplitudes respectively.
Furthermore, in the second trial block, unlike any of the
others, there is a noticeable difference in the curve for
the change trial, namely the lack of return to baseline in
the response. These curves include infants in all condition
hence it is difficult to interpret the effects of Trial Type
Thus far, although infants in the Between and Within Con-
ditions appear to be responding differently than the Control
during pre-occlusion, it is not clear whether this occurs on
the specific trials where it is predicted, namely the
change trials
.
A Condition X Block X Periods ANOVA on heart rate for
change trials was done separately for pre-and post-occlusion
periods. In the post-occlusion analysis (Table 21) there
were no significant main effects or interactions and no
further analyses of post-occlusion data were done.
Seconds
— Tru'H-i Befof«
- "Triatu To llcx^n
tuitlvn 'Blocks
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Table 21 Change Trials :Condition x Blocks ANOVA on Pre-Occlusion Heart Rate
Source
Between Ss
Conditions (C)
Ss w/in
Within Ss
Blocks (B)
C x B
*B x Ss w/in
Periods (P)
C x P
*P x Ss w/in
B x P
C x T x P
*T x P x Ss w/in
Total
SS
129,410.18
df MS
35
1.955.58 2
127,454.60 33
74.4l4.3i 1152
2,829.20 2
5,866.53 4
29,448.92 66
1.013.92 10
1,512.90 20
15,324.07 330
1,126.34 20
772.26 40
17,623.59 660
977.79
3,826.26
1,414.60
1,466.63
446.20
IOI.39
75.64
46.43
56.32
19.31
26.70
3.17
3.29
2.18
1.62
<.05
<025
<.025
<-05
2,11 <01
203,824.49 H85
*Error terms for preceding within effects
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in the pre-occlusion analysis (Table 22) the results
parallel those of the previous analyses for all trials in
showing a significant main effect for periods (F (10, 330)=
2.18, P< .02) with a significant quadratic trend on periods
(F(l,33)=4.55, p<.05). There was a significant Condition X
Periods interaction (F ( 20
,
330) =1
. 62
, P< . 0 5) and significant
interactions of Conditions with both linear (F (1, 33) =4.26,
p.*.05) and quadratic (F ( 1 , 33 ) =5 . 37
, p <.05) trends on
periods. Fig. 10 presents cardiac responses for Ss in each
condition. These are similar in form to the responses
graphed in Fig. 6 and 8. m the Between and Within Conditions,
the initial deceleration is larger in amplitude and lasts
longer than that in the Control Condition. Furthermore,
acceleration is the predominant response in the Control
Condition but does not occur in the Between and Within
Conditions. There was also a significant Trials X Periods
effect (F(20,660)=2.11, p<.01) which is graphed in Fig. 11.
It can be seen that the response on the second change trial
,
did not return to baseline, and both the second and third
trials elicited less deceleration than the first one.
The greater deceleration shown by infants in the
Between and Within Conditions does occur on the change
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Table 22 Change Trials : Cond it ion x Blocks ANOVA on Post-
Occlusion Heart Rate
Source SS df MS F PBetween Ss
Conditions (C)
Ss w/in
117,158.95
1,315.56
115,843.39
35
2
33
657.73 -
3,510.41
Within Ss 53,814.34 1152
Blocks (B) 2,938.03 2 1,469.02 2.60 -
c x B
,
4,194.40 4 1,048.60 1.36
*B x Ss w/in 27,290.09 66 565.00
Periods (P) 643.82 10 64.38 1.13 -£ x p , 639.23 20 31.96 -
*P x Ss w/in 18,751.59 330 56.82
B x P 476.52 20 23.82 -
C x B x P 1,233.66 40 30.84 -
*B x P x Ss w/in 21.647.00 660 32.79
Total 170,973.29 II85
*Error terms for preceding within effects
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trial_s and occurs only at the beginning of these trials; that
is, where the novel stimulus is introduced. This suggests
that stimulus novelty is the primary determinant of increases
in attentive behavior during the experimental session.
However, the Condition X Trial Type interactions predicted
by the object discrimination hypothesis have not been found
in any analysis thus far. Figures 9 and 11 suggest that if
Condition X Trial Type effects are present, they are most
likely to be strongest in the second trial block.
A Condition X Trials X Periods ANOVA on pre-occlusion
heart rate was done for trials 5 and 6 only. As shown in
Table 23, beyond the effects found in previous analyses,
there was no Condition X Trials X Periods interaction.
As a final check on possible effects of Trial Type, a
separate Trial Type X Trial Block analysis was done on pre-
occlusion heart rate in each condition. The object dis -
crimination hypothesis
, which is most consistent with the
previous data, predicts no effects for Trial Type in the
Control Condition and Trial Type X Periods interactions for
the Between and Within Conditions. Table 24, which presents
the analysis for the Control Condition shows no significant
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Table 23 Trials 5 and 6, Condition x Trials ANOVA on Pre-
~ Occlusion Heart Rate
Source
Between Ss
Conditions (c)
Ss w/in
Within Ss
Trials (T)
C x T
*T x Ss w/in
Periods (p)
C x P
*P x Ss w/in
T x P
C x T x P
»T x P x Ss_w/vn_
SS
~9&", 053.24
95,35.8.80
31,529.04
?83.84
205.57
9.960.64
1,183.22
948.72
9,192.13
852.36
463.02
7.959.54
df MS
Total 127,582.28
35
2 147 . 22
33 2,889.66
756
1 783.84
2 102.79
33 301.84
10 II8.32
20 47.44
330 27.85
10 85.24
20 23.15
330 24.11
791
2.59 -
4.25 <.001
1.70 C.05
<001
*Error terms for preceding within effects
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Table 24 control Condition, Trial Type x Blocks ANOVA on
—
- Pre-Occlusion Hoar* pate
Source 53 df MSBetween Ss 179.4 30.6l II 16.311.B2 2~
Within Ss 75,818.59 1176Trial Type (T) '267.05 2 133.521/ I s 12. 974. 56 22 589 75Blocks (B) 2,228.72 2 1,114 36 I.79B x
.
Ss 13.688.^7 22 622 20Periods (P) 3,255.92 10 %\\fo 8 , ?6 <. 001P x os 4,088.28 no 37.17
*m
x
? 2,331.37 4 582.84 2.09*TxBxSs 12
.?56.38 44 278155
A 118.41 20 5.92
*l
x p x Ss 6,166.69 220 28.03
* x P 428.65 20 21.43
*l
x p * Ss 6,667.93 220 30.30
T x B x P 845.25 40 21.13
»T XlxPx Ss 10^00.91 440 23.86
Total 255,248.60 1187
"Error terms for preceding within effects
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main effects or interactions other than the main effect
for periods (F (10, 110) =8. 76, p.* .001). Table 25, which
presents the analysis for the Between Condition, shows a
Trial Type X Periods interaction that approaches but does
not reach significance at the .05 level. Table 26 shows
the analysis for the Within Condition. Although the Trial
Type X Periods interaction is not significant, there is a
Trial Type X Trial Block X Periods effect (F (40 , 440) =1 . 69
,
p<.01). Fig. 12 shows pre-occlusion heart rate for each
Trial Type in the Between Condition. Although the dif-
ferences in these curves were not significant, the deceleration
on catch trials is greater than that for the other trials.
Fig. 13 presents the pre-occlusion cardiac response in the
Within Condition by Trial Type and Trial Block. Examination
of this figure indicates that in the first Trial Block, the
curves for change trials and trial before both show similar
decelerations at the start, with more rapid return to
baseline on the change trial
. On the trial following
, al-
though the pattern is similar, the changes are of smaller
amplitude. In the second Trial Block, the curves for trial
before and trial following are most similar in showing large
decelerations of 6-9 beats in the first 3 seconds followed
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Table 25 Between Condition, Trial Type x Blooks ANCVA on
—E£grQC£lusion_Heart Rate
Source
Between^i
—fib. 573.60 "l^^iWT^1
7h*» »> Til "3 »•» - •
fis- "' i:|j3:ll »;
*5 P 262.48 20 13.12 -
*B x p x Ss 4, 989. 93 220 22 68T x B x P 4 78 . 04 40 11 95 -
-jg-*JLx P x Ss 6,793.93 440 ggffi
Total 181,194.69 1187
*Error terms for preceding within effects
**1.50 needed for p <.05
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TaUe 26 Within Condition, Triai Type x Blockm Qn~ Pg^^cclusicm Heart Rat.»
Between Ss
Within Ss
Trial type (T)
*T x Ss
Blocks (B)
*B x Ss
Periods (p)
*P x Ss
T x P
*T x P Ss
T x B
*T x B x Ss
B x P
*B x P x Ss
T x B x p
*T x B x P x Ss
60,221.13
101,245.16
1.636.44
15,081.18
8.140.15
25,093.90
2,295.92
7,350.2?
860.75
9,643.88
757.94
11,758.54
542.04
6,302.05
1,568.99
10,213.11
1176
2
22
2
22
10
110
20
220
4
44
20
220
40
440
5,^.64'
818.22
685.51
4,070.07
1,140.63
229.59
66.82
43.04
43.84
189.49
267.24
27.10
28.65
39.22
23.21
1.19 -
3.57 <.05
3.44 <.005
1.69 <.oi
Total 161,466.29 H87
*Error terms for preceding within effect
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111
T .
Trials &£o<-C
------ TViCllc. 'folloiillA^
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by return to baseline. The curve for the change trial also
shows a 7 bpm deceleration but there is no return to baseline,
In the third Trial Block, all three curves are more erratic.
Only on the change trial does there continue to be prolonged
deceleration (through the 7th second). All three curves are
flatter than those in the previous trial blocks.
There is some evidence in these last three analyses
and the accompanying figures that, in the Between and Within
Conditions, there is generally more deceleration on the
change trials than other trials. in conjunction with the
previous analyses, it indicates that the cardiac data are
st consistent with the object discrimination hypothesis
.
mo
Post-test
Since the data for experimental trials were relatively
unambiguous and 9 of 36 infants did not remain for the post-
test, no analysis of post-test cardiac response was done.
Summary
The most consistent finding in the cardiac data was
the lack of any attentive response to post-occlusion stimuli
after the pre-test trials. In contrast, all pre-occlusion
analyses indicated Condition X Periods interactions in which
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the Between and within infants showed more attentive re-
sponses than the Controls. Although there were no Condition
X Trial Type X Periods effects in most analyses, separate
analyses for pre-occlusion heart rate in each condition
indicated no Trial Type effects in the Control Condition,
and interactions with Trial Type in the Between and Within
Condition in which greater deceleration was shown on catch
trials relative to other trials. Although this interaction
was not sign, ficant in the Between Condition, it was in the
appropriate direction. Since the major decelerations occurred
during pre-occlusion periods of catch trials and were sig-
nificantly larger in Between and Within Conditions than in
the Control Condition, attentive responses as measured by
cardiac data were clearly associated with the appearance of
the novel stimulus. Hence, the major determinant of atten-
tion was stimulus novelty. These data therefore support the
object discrimination hypothesis
.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The major purpose of this section is to discuss the
relationship between the present results and the original
problem, namely the appropriate interpretation of earlier
studies of existence constancy. However, before such
comparisons and interpretations can be made, it is necessary
to integrate the findings for the two dependent variables,
cardiac deceleration and visual fixation, since there is
some discrepancy in the conclusions that can be drawn from
each set of data. Hence, the first part of this section is
concerned with discussion of the differences in findings for
fixation measures and those for cardiac deceleration. The
second part will consider possible explanations for differ-
ences between the present findings and those of others.
Finally, the implications of the present study for further
research in the area will be considered.
Cardiac Response and Visual Fixation
If we were to consider the visual fixation data alone,
the above results are consistent with the trajectory
information hypothesis suggesting that the attention-getting
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aspect of the linear tracking task was movement with no
contribution from differences in stimulus objects. However,
if we consider cardiac data alone, the findings are most
consistent with the object discrimination hypothesis
indicating that infants discriminated the moving stimuli
and that stimulus novelty was a major determinant of at-
tention in the task. Thus, the findings of cardiac analyses
suggest that infants are behaving in a more sophisticated
fashion than the visual fixation data indicate. in fact,
along the logical hierarchy of skills posited as essential
to the acquisition of existence constancy (Table 2) , the
cardiac dar.a place infants one level in advance of the visual
fixation data.
The original rationale for using cardiac measures was
that previous research suggested a) that cardiac measures
were often more sensitive measures of discrimination than
visual fixation b) that cardiac measures can indicate acqui-
sition of perceptual and cognitive abilities before complex
motor responses are organized, and c) that cardiac responses
of young infants may be particularly sensitive to violation
of expectancy. The present results can be related to each
of these assertions.
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Several studies which used both visual fixation t
and cardiac deceleration to test infant discrimination of
visual stimuli indicated that evidence of discrimination was
present in the cardiac data but not the fixation data (Kagan
et al, 1966; McCall & Kagan, 1967; McCall & Melson, 1970).
The authors concluded that cardiac measures were more sensi-
tive to discrimination of visual stimuli than fixation mea-
sures. Indeed, it has been argued (Kagan & Lewis, 1965;
Lewis et al, 1966) that infants showing equally long fixation
times may differ in amount of active involvement with the
stimulus and that cardiac deceleration was a measure of these
differences, with more active looking being associated with
larger decelerations. The present findings support these
assertions in finding that discrimination of stimuli in the
linear tracking task, though not evident in differential
fixation time, was apparent in differential cardiac de-
celeration. Although infants in the three experimental
conditions looked equally long during pre-occlusion, there
were differences in cardiac deceleration between those who
were presented with familiar stimuli and those presented with
novel ones. Since infants did exhibit differential cardiac
response to familiar and novel stimuli, we can conclude that
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the stimuli were discriminated but that visual fixation was
not a sensitive indicator of differential attention under the
conditions of the present study.
A second relationship between cardiac and fixation
responses is inherent in the notion that physiological
responses may indicate new acquisitions before behavioral
responses are observable. It has been suggested that this
is true developmentally as well as in short-term learning
paradigms. Early work on depth perception using the visual
cliff with infants (Walk, 1966) depended upon the infant's
ability to crawl. in order to assess depth perception in
younger, non-crawling infants, response systems organized
prior to the emergence of crawling were required. Cardiac
deceleration has been successfully used as a dependent measure
with 2-3-month-olds on the visual cliff and demonstrated that
depth discrimination is present long before crawling develops
(Campos et al, 1970). Traditionally, studies of object
permanence have depended upon the development of the motor
skills necessary for lifting and removing screens. A
major rationale for the use of linear tracking tasks was
that the use of an earlier developed response system might
demonstrate the same capacities long before visually directed
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reaching and retrieval skills are perfected (Bower, 1967).
Similarly, cardiac measures might show evidence of existence
constancy at an earlier developmental period than looking
behavior. m the present study, while neither cardiac nor
fixation measures provide any evidence of existence constancy
in 5-month-olds, the finding that cardiac response indicates
more advanced cognitive skills than visual fixation is
consistent with the notion that new acquisitions may appear
in physiological responding before overt behaviors can be
observed.
An alternative interpretation is based upon the
assumption that physiological responses are observable
before complex motor responses develop. in this context,
the present results provide some support for the idea that
the logical sequence outlined for the acquisition of ex-
istence constancy, at least in the first two levels, is also
a developmental hierarchy. That is, the more advanced
cardiac responses indicate the direction of future be-
havioral responses.
It has also been noted that in some studies of condi-
tioning, autonomic responses indicating learning of contin-
gencies were elicited prior to the occurrence of conditioned
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motor responses (Clifton,
.974). it is possible that the
present results are indicative of a learning process occurring
during the session in which cardiac responses are indicative
of behavioral responses which Would appear if the session
had been continued. The difficulty of maintaining infants'
interest in the experimental session and the lack of dif-
ferential responding on the post-test for infants who did
continue suggest that even if this were a correct inter-
pretation, fa ;igue and boredom would override learning effects
before such changes could be established. Repeated sessions
would provide a more appropriate assessment of this inter-
pretation.
The third argument for the use of cardiac measures
was that they might be particularly sensitive to violation
of expectancy (Clifton, 1974). in the present study, the
major interest was in infant expectations. concerning object
reappearance after occlusions. The lack of systematic
cardiac deceleration in the post-occlusion periods indicated
little interest in the re-emergence of objects. It appears
that infants did not have specific expectations which could
be violated by apparent change behind the screen. Hence,
the present results are not readily interpretable as effects
of violation of expectancies.
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In summary, the apparent discrepancy between cardiac
and fixation data is a systematic difference consistent with
previous research showing greater sensitivity and early
development of cardiac responses relative to complex motor
behaviors
.
Other Studies of Existence Constancy
Given that the cardiac findings are accepted as.indicative
of the most advanced responding observed in the linear
tracking task, we must conclude that infants were responding
primarily to stimulus novelty. Neither in the cardiac data
nor in the fixation data is there any evidence of behavior
consistent with the generalized prediction hypothesis which
was considered a necessary, but not sufficient condition for
existence constancy. The age group chosen for this study
was deliberately selected as an age range in which previous
studies (Bower et al, 1971? Gardner, 1971) have reported
existence constancy in linear tracking tasks with occlusions.
Failure to demonstrate existence constancy in the present
study indicates a marked discrepancy from the previous findings,
The main objective of the present study was to clarify
the interpretation of previous findings which were open to
several alternative explanations. Implicit in this objective
was the replication of the previous event conditions.
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Limitations in the design and operation of equipment prevented
exact reproduction of the original conditions as described
in previous published work (Bower et al, 1971)
.
The present study differed on virtually all the para-
for differences in findings. Before considering the specific
manipulations by which the present study deliberately differed
from previous studies, as possible explanations, differences
in dependent measures, rate of movement, screen size, object
size, and occlusion time must be considered as possible
sources of differences in findings.
Within the present study, we have demonstrated that
different dependent measures can be expected to lead to
different findings. Hence, it is possible that the eye
movement recording used in the Bower et al, (1971) and Gardner
(1971) studies is a more sensitive measure of reactions in
the tracking task than the judgments of visual fixation used
in the present study. The published data, however, do not
report data on scanning patterns during tracking but rather
direction of anticipatory looking during event interruptions.
Judgments were apparently made from filmed records as to
whether the infant did or did not look at the opposite side
of the screen after selected disappearances. Since there are
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no data available which compare anticipatory looking with
fixation time, there seems to be little basis for asserting
that one measure rather than another is a more sensitive
indicator. However, the previous arguments concerning the
relationship between cardiac and behavioral measures suggest
that anticipatory looking, like other behavioral measures, is
more likely to be less sensitive and later to appear than
cardiac measures. Hence, it is unlikely (though possible)
that cardiac measures used in the present study would show
less advanced cognitive skills than the behavioral measures
used in the previous studies.
Rate of movement, screen size, and occlusion time, are
not independent parameters. Rate of movement in the present
study was slightly slower than those used in the Bower et al
(1971) study. There is some suggestion in our own pilot
work using different rates and in parent's comments, that
faster rates of movement were likely to be more attractive
to infants. However, in an earlier study of Bower's with
younger infants, among rates of movement ranging from
25-75 cm/sec, the faster rates of object disappearances
were associated v/ith fewer existence constancy responses
(Bower, 1967). Although rates of movement in the present
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study fall outside this range, what little information we
have suggests that a slightly slower rate of movement, if
it has any effect on the phenomenon, should enhance, rather
than depress it.
The screen size in the present study was larger than
the screen used in some of the previous studies. One of the
few parametric studies, that of Gardner (1971) found that by
18 weeks of age, infants could track successfully across a
45° gap in trajectory when it was accompanied by a 3-second
occlusion. The visual angle subtended by the screen in the
present study was 30°, slightly less than the maximum in
Gardner's study. in addition, the infants in the present
study were 2-6 weeks older. There is no reason to believe
that the larger screen size itself impeded tracking behavior.
In one study of Bower's (1967) where large and small objects
were used with different sized screens, it was reported that
for the small object, the smaller the screen, the fewer the
constancy responses observed. Since our objects were small,
the larger sized screen produced a large discrepancy between
object and screen size and on these grounds should have
heightened, not decreased constancy responses.
The slower rate of movement and the larger screen,
however, combine to give a large discrepancy in occlusion
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time between the present study and earlier ones. The major
effect of increasing occlusion time, as discussed earlier,
should be on the amount of time that infants must remember
the pre-occlusion stimulus while it is out of sight. The
occlusion time of 4 seconds was considered well within the
range of 5
-month-olds
'
memory. From our own results showing
discrimination of familiar and novel stimuli from trial to
trial over an intertrial interval of 24 seconds, it is clear
that a 4-second delay does not place too heavy a burden on
infant's memory. Hence, lapses in memory during occlusions
probably do not account for our failure to find existence
constancy.
The size of the objects used in the present experi-
ment was slightly smaller than those described in most of
Bower's previous work. Over-compensation for this size
differences was made by seating the infant 15 cm closer to
the display than the earlier studies. However, the stimuli
described by Bower differed in size as one discriminable
dimension, while those in the present study differed mainly
in color, form and texture. Again, this was a limitation
imposed by equipment problems, not a condition chosen
deliberately. it is possible that differences in size are
more salient than differences in other dimensions. Since
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s.ze is one dimension which is monitored by the visual
orientation system and does not require focal vision as
does pattern discrimination, it might be a more potent
dimension for attracting attention in a tracking task.
Although the cardiac data indicate that the two stimuli
used were discriminated by the infants, we cannot discount
the fact that a size difference would have enhanced dis-
criminability. However, even before the introduction of
the novel stimuli, the data indicate little evidence of
interest in reappearance, suggesting that discriminability
of stimuli was not the most important limitation on potential
existence constancy responses.
In the preceding discussion, we have compared the
event paramenters of the present study with those used in
previous work. The most striking characteristic of Table 1
is how little information is available on most parameters,
it is possible that existence constancy in 20-to-24-week-
olds is present only within a narrow range of the above
parameters. Clearly, parametric studies are necessary to
discover whether this is the case. However, from the little
evidence which is now available, as well as the evidence
from the present study, there is no reason to believe that
the specific differences between the present study and
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previous ones are differ-™,, , . .erences which would depress existence
constancy responses. in fart. 0t c , in several instances, the
differences were -in fKol the direction which as best we can tell,
should increase* r>onc-i-=>^^COnStan°y responses. Though it is impossible
tO rule OUt d"i ffprpnr^e- e e ces w event parameters as an explanation
for differences in findings, this is not a very likely
explanation.
One further difference, not listed in Table 1, may be
in the Population of infants sampled. Although no information
is provided in the Bower et al /loin « «Ci si Si (19/1) or Gardner (1971)
studies to compare with Table 3, it is l ikeiy that the present
sample had a higher percentage of lower class infants than
the previous studies. Though there is little evidence to
suggest differential rates of development in early infancy
as a function of social class, data for later developmental
periods do show differences in cognitive skills. Possibly
the present sample, for whatever reason, was a less mature
group of infants. Given that we selected an age group well
past the age when existence constancy was said to first appear
(Gardner, 1971), and that performance in the present study
was several levels below that expected, it is unlikely that
such a large gap could be entirely accounted for by differ-
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ences in maturity.
The deliberate innovations in the design of the
present experiment which were specific tests of possible
explanations of previous findings were a) the control of
stimulus novelty and familiarity and b) the shortened
experimental session.
The rationale for introducing control of stimulus
novelty was that it was possible that responses to apparent
change in ob
: set behind the screen might be confounded with
responses to stimulus novelty. That is, if a familiar object
passes behind the screen, and a novel one emerges on the same
trajectory, any behaviors observed in the infant may be either
reactions to the new object, reactions to its manner of
appearance, or a combination of both. In the present study,
all changes behind the screen were from a novel object to
a familiar one. Hence, response to the novelty of the
object could be ascertained before occlusions and could be
compared with responses to a familiar object emerging in an
unusual way. There is, of course, no reason to expect that
reappearance of a familiar object should be of greater interest,
than the appearance of a novel one, unless there is a
specific expectation violated. The findings of the present
study are unambiguous on this point. There was no evidence
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of any increase in attention to the familiar object when it
followed the occlusion of a novel object. The main increases
in attention occurred at the beginning of trials on which the
novel stimulus was presented. Stimulus novelty influenced
attentive behavior, while apparent change behind the screen
did not. The general lack of cardiac deceleration in the
post-occlusion periods further suggests that it did not
matter what appeared after occlusions. All conditions were
equally uninteresting. That is, infants did not appear to
have any specific expectations which were violated by changes
behind the screen. Hence, it is possible that previous
studies of existence constancy have been reporting an effect
which is much more appropriately considered a stimulus
novelty effect, rather than any more sophisticated cognitive
acquisition.
The number of trials presented in the present study
was no more than 15, in comparison with the 40 trials pre-
sented by Bower et al (1971). It was argued that 15 trials
would not be enough to allow learning of the expectations
consistent with existence constancy. Hence, any findings
which demonstrated existence constancy would be considered
indications of previously acquired expectations. Since we
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did not find any evidence of existence constancy, it is also
possible that learning during v. the experimental session in
the previous studies accounts for the apparently more mature
behavior demonstrated. We do not know whether infants in
the present study would have shown progressive changes in
behavior in the direction of existence constandy. However,
data and observations from the present study suggest that
this would probably not be the case. First, the most con-
sistent finding in the fixation data was a systematic
decrement in attention as the experiment continued. This
suggest that rather than learning something, infants were
becoming increasingly bored with the situation. Secondly,
approximately one third of the infants lost interest before
the experimental trials were completed, and of those who
were able to maintain interest through the experimental
trials, an additional 9 (of 36) were not able to continue
through the post-test. These observations indicate that it
would have been impossible to continue the experimental
session for as long as 40 trials and that if we had, the
most likely result would have been less responding rather
than more.
The most plausible explanation of the differences in
findings between the present study and previous ones is
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attributable to differences in control of stilus novelty.
Explanations based upon differences in dependent measures,
in event parameters, in maturity of infants, and in oppor-
tunities for learning appear to have little support in either
the present study, previous existence constancy studies, or
other findings in the infancy literature.
in the design of the present study the event in which
a familiar object changed to a novel one was omitted since
it had been used extensively in other studies. We made the
assumption that infants would have responded with increased
attention to the novel object if it first appeared after
occlusions. since we did not observe infant behaviors con-
sistent with existence constancy, it now appears that this
assumption may have been incorrect. Some of the changes in
event parameters may, in fact, have altered infant responses
to f-n events. The failure to include this condition is an
important limitation of the present study.
Implications of the Study
The present study has demonstrated that when stimulus
novelty is controlled and distinguished from apparently im-
possible object changes, there is little evidence in 20-to-
24-week-old infants of behaviors indicative of existence
constancy. Previous reports of existence constancy responses
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in this age group may have been more appropriately interpreted
as stimulus novelty effects. This conclusion underlines the
methodological importance of separating object characteristics
and event characteristics in studies where complex events
are the stimuli. The presentation of apparently impossibl
object changes is a technique which has been used to asses
object concepts not only in young infants for linear tracking,
but for older infants in standard object permanence tasks
(e.g. Lecompte & Gratch, 1972). The present findings demon-
strate the need to control object novelty in paradigms of
this type. The object which appears to violate constancy
rules must either be more familiar than the object it replaces
or equally familiar. As long as a novel object replaces a
familiar one, extraneous object novelty responses are con-
founded with responses to violation of constancy.
The demonstration of a stimulus novelty effect for
moving stimuli with infants in this age group also contributes
to the sparse evidence on the ability of infants to dis-
criminate moving objects. As pointed out in the earlier
review of the literature most studies which presented moving
stimuli to infants were concerned with the effects of
movement per se but not with comparisons of two or more moving
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objects. The present study demonstrates that for slow rates
of movement 20-to-24-week-olds can discriminate objects
which differ in form and color. From what we know of
infants' developing visual capacities, such discriminations
should he possible at younger ages. Research with younger
infants and exploration of a wide range of rates of movement
is necessary to document this assertion.
The present study suggests that with stimulus novelty
effects controlled, the acquisition of existence constancy
occurs considerably later in infancy than Bower indicated.
The question then arises whether existence constancy is,
for the infant, different from object permanence. At the
start, we introduced the term existence constancy to avoid
confounding with Stage IV Object Permanence. What seems to
be open to question at this point is whether the acquisition
of "true" existence constancy would, in fact coincide with
the acquisition of stage IV Object Permanence, with further
work, it becomes increasingly clear that the stages in the
acquisition of object Permanence described by Piaget are
only the bare outlines of a process which includes many
smaller progressions within each stage. The major changes
occuring in the 3-to-5-month period, where Bower has
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documented changes in tracking behavior, include the de-
velopment of visually directed reaching. In the present
work, we have outlined a logical hierarchy of acquis it
leading to the concept of existence constancy. since
found that infants at 5 months of age had not progressed
past the first two levels, the course of subsequent develop-
ment might be such that acquisition of generalized event
prediction is coincident with manual search for hidden objects
Although it is not clear that the logical hierarchy outlined
is also a developmental hierarchy, the present results are
consistent with this assertion. That cardiac responses,
which are often found to precede behavioral acquisitions in
development, indicated behavior which was one level beyond
that shown in visual fixation suggests that the cardiac
data indicate the direction of behaviors which will appear
in the future. Thus, at least the first two levels appear
to have some developmental validity. Longitudinal study of
tracking responses to occlusion of moving objects in the
4-to-9-month period is an appropriate next step in seeking
developmental evidence for such a progression. Concommitant
assessment of standard object permanence responses would
provide an opportunity to evaluate the relationship between
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generalized event prediction and object permanence. Piaget
has consistently argued that active manipulation of objects
is necessary for the acquisition of object permanence, and
that cognitive development depends upon experiences provided
through action. The original rationale for the use of
tracking tasks to assess object concepts was that use of
less complex responses might demonstrate the presence of
object permanence before the motor skills required for standard
object permanence tasks are perfected. Findings of this
sort would suggest that acquisition of concepts might precede
action, depending upon the development of motor skills to be
observable. Should it prove to be the case that tracking
responses indicate generalized event prediction before
Stage IV Object Permanence is achieved, this would lend
support to the latter point of view. if, on the other hand,
generalized event prediction is observed to coincide with
Stage IV Object Permanence, or even to follow it, this would
lend support to Piaget' s position and demonstrate that the
concept of existence constancy as distinct from object
permanence, is superfluous.
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